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FOREWARD

May 19, 1994: I deliberately chose this day to begin writing my nursing recollections

because it was on this day, forty eight years ago that the Class of '46 (of which I was one)

graduated from the Holy Famify Uospital School of Nursing in Prince Albert (almost half a

century ago;. Since I did not keep a di.ry, I am going to have to dig deep into my memory

trunk to bring these recollections to the surface.

I am going to begin with the day I made my final decision regarding selection of a
nursing school *d t t e yJu through my "irobation Period", f,y Junior, Intermediate and Senior

year, -Graduation, 
Registration, History of The Nursing School and my Life after Nursing

School.

Working in a profession that deals with life and death on a daily basis changed me

profoundly *J I rearired very early in my nursing car@r that nothing in this world is for

o.tuin, least of all forever ard because of this I became spiritually very close to God.

Where else but in a hospital ward are the joyful dramas of birth and life and the

sorrowful dramas of death and iying witnessed very often simultaneously. r will therefore

attempt to unfold this very e*t uoiainory period in my life of sometimes chilling, frightening,

sorrowful and sometimes iaughable kaleidoscope of events that were part of my life as a hospital

nurse. I only hope that I can disentangle them in my memory so that my story will evolve

clearly and piecisely as the events o".urr.d and that the reader will journey with me through a

rp- of thirty years or so and learn something of the many strands from which a nurse's life is

woven and interwoven with the lives of those entrusted to her care.

A11 patient's names are fictitious.
nurses' names have been changd.

Where necessary to protect confidentiality doctors' and

Alice M. lalonde, R.N.
May 19, 1994
Prince Albert
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I SELECT A NURSING SCHOOL

Every evening after work at Adilman's Department Store in Saskatoon, I would study

the brochuro f oUt"ined from the various nursing schools in Saskatchewan - mainly St. Paul's

(Saskatoon), Grey Nuns @egina), Providence (Moose law) and Holy Family (Prince Albert) I
narrowed these down to St. Piul's and Holy Family. Because I made so many wonderful friends

amongst my coworkers in the departmeni store, my social Iife in Saskatoon was a full one -

pard;, dancing, dates and movies. I knew ttrat I triO to distance myself from this very happy

part of my life-in order to apply myself whole heartedly to my studies. I therefore filled out an

application form to the Hoiy Famity Hospital Nursing School in Prince Albert, enclosed the

tiirir"a photo of myself (I wish I could see it td^y) and without further delay, ran out and

mailed it.

Shortly after, I received a letter of acceptance from Sister Symphorosa, the then Director

of the Nursing School. As I unfolded her letter, a small card fell out. I picked it up and this

is what I read:

"Whatever you do to the least of these, My brothers and sisters,

you do also unto Me"' 
Matthew 25:36-40

In silence I re-read these scriptural words until their meaning became embedded deep

within my 18 year-old-heart and they were to become my inqpiration throughout my entire

nursing career and indeed throughout the rest of my life.



FAREWELL TO FAMILY AND FRIENDS

So it came to pass that on a cold and frosty day in Ianuary 1943,1bade farewell to my

friends in Saskatoon *O boarded a train for home (Vonda) to pack my belongings and prepare

for nursing school. To this day, my most painful memory is of my roommate Rose' standing

on the ,trtion platform in saskatoon. Tears were streaming down her face as she waved

goodbye and as the train lurched forward and started to move away, I watched her from my

iuirao* and waved back until I could no longer see her. I did not know then that I would not

see her again. Years later, when news of hJr death reached me, I was sorry that I never told

her how much I loved her for being such a wonderful friend. (A LESSON TO ALL)

Rose was very dear to me - a real friend. We both came from the same small town and

after graduating from high school we left for the "BIGU City of Saskatoon (to us it was a

bustliig metropotis;. Hana in hand we walked to familiadze ourselves with the city's streets

and avenues looking for ajob.

We washed dishes, we waitressed in hopes that something better would soon come along.

It was during World War II and restaurants were doing a booming business what with all the

service persJnnel coming and going. The.se were the days when every eating establishment in

the cityiad a Juke uox Ina it ias playing all day long and in some places al1 night long. All

one had to do was to select onet iurourite record, insert a coin and the machine would

automatically oblige. Frequent selections were "Rol1 Out The Barrel", "Don't Sit Under The

Apple Tree',-, .N;w Is Thi Hour", "Underneath The tamp Light", and "The White Cliffs of

Dbver" a song that Vera Lynn sang so well and made famous. Of course these were all war

songs suited to ttre occasion and it was not unusual to see a group of young servicemen holding

hanis with their girlfriends plugging nickels into the juke box. I would come home from some

Greek restaurant where I worked to our tiny apartment with these songs reverberating in my

ears.

While working in the restaurant during the day, I went to "night school" and took a

typing course. I ha; always had a poor sense of direction and especially in the dark. One

nigt iuft"r school l took the wrong turn and got lost. Fortunately, a nice old gentleman guided

*I in the right direction. I came home later than usual that night and my roommate Rose was

"worried sick' about me. After that I was very cautious'

One day, on impulse, I walked into Adilman's cool department store (it was a hot day),

talked to the manager and got a job as sales clerk effective the following day. Because I could

speak more than one language I was an asset to the store. Moe Adilman was my boss. He was

a wonderful person anO ierf considerate of his staff. I worked with a large group of girls (most

of them were my age), it was delightful. I enjoyed working at the store so much that I was

anxious to get rp injfr" mornings ju-st to go to wo;k. We all became like one big happy family'
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Six months later, when I told Moe that I was leaving for nursing school, he offered me

higher wages but I was determined to go. I still remember him saying, uAlice, if things don't

work out ior you - you will be welcomed back anytime". I was very touched. By this time

Rose was doing weliand earning good wages. We were both happy and content and our parting

was very faumatic. I have had many friends since but Rose was the best friend a girl could

ever wish for.

I saved enough money to replenish my sparse wardrobe with some casual clothes and

a few pretty dresses but I wis no where near the $65.00 I needed for my tuition fee to enter

nursing school. Today, this arnount is a drop in the bucket - in those days it was a lot of
*on"y. Needless to say I had to have financial help which I did and to this day I am thanldul

to those in our family circle who made it possible for me to realize my dreams come true. We

were of modest means financially and it was only when I became a parent myself that I realized

how my mother must have scrimped and saved to put me through school.



I ARRIVE AT THE NURSING SCHOOL ganuary 10, 1e43)

Once again I said goodbye to my parents and to my remaining siblings still at home' I

did not know then that I ias alio saying gooaUy. to a life style as I had known it thus far'

January 10, 1943, suitcases in hand, I boarded a train in vonda which was to take me

to prince Albert. It was a bitterly cold day but I was so excited I did not feel the cold' It was

my first trip to this citY.

During the train ride I made a mental check-list of items that I as a potential student

nurse *", ,{ui..a 19 bring - white nursing shoes with silent soles, white lyle or cotton hose

(nylon stockings were a ,uri ***odity dtiring the.war years - they made parachutes instead)'

name tapes to identify my clothing and later m-y uniforms, face, hand and bath towels, various

personal toiletries and moneY.

I was wearing a short (styles were knee length) black and white checkered wool skirt,

a red wool pullover iweater, biaoi high heeled shoei and a black fur coat. To this day I do not

know if the fur was fake or real since it belonged to my sister Mary. Whatever it was, the coat

looked luxurious and I suspect the girls at thJ residence thought I was "Miss Rich". My hair

was done up Shirley fempG style, *y nails were polished a glossy red (a no-no for nurses I was

soon to learn).

A taxi brought me to the entrance door of the nurses' residence. I looked at the building

-it was not what f n.a expected. It was a modest three storey (four with the attic) frame

structure paint€d white with a green roof. By todays standards it would be considered a fire

hazard, however it served us well and was home to us for the next three years'

I cannot remember what thoughts went through my mind as I stood there facing the

closed door of the old residence. Wiitr a great deal of Oeiermination, I raised my red tipped

forefinger and pressed the door bell. As I waited for the door to open I had absolutely no

concept of how profoundly altered my life was to become. When the door opened I was looking

into the kind, smiling, tired face of Sr. Symphorosa, the Director of the Nursing School' she

appeared to be abouiiO y."* old, of *diu* height with a small frame and was dressed in the

white work habit of the Sisters of Charity of the Immaculate Conception. She invited me into

her office and I had my Rrst face to face interview. Sister spoke wfth a thick French accent and

every now and then hir loose dentures would wobble and click as little bits of spitfle formed-in

the corners of her mouth and inadvertently sprayed the space between us as she spoke

momentarily distracting me. I was to love ttrir-nna nun as did all my classmates. She was

almost like a mother to us.
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Following the interview we toured the residence. I was introduced to Miss Zakus who

was to be our instructress in Anatomy and Physiology, Practical Nursing and Drugs and

Solutions. She was a very good teacher and a gifted artist. Her illustrations on the black board

were perfect and she 
"ouiO 

Uring it all across to us in such a way that it stayed in our memory'

In other words we understood our teacher well. Miss Zakus was a slender white uniformed

young woman with a charming srnile. Her complexion and teeth had that utell-tale" tinge of a

heavy smoker.

I was then introduced to my first classmate who arrived that morning. Her name was

Miss Olson (we later nick named her "Ollie" and it stuck). She was a cheerful, somewhat

chubby girl about my age, very friendly and I liked her immediately. We became, and still are

the best of friends.'tie'remainder of students arrived at different times throughout the day.

Students were enrolled twice a year. The January enrolment was always small (my class), the

September class was always large. The two classes merged academically at a later date and

graduated as one class. Graduation was always held in May'

Back to touring the residence. Sister Symphorosa's office was on the first floor as was

the general reception room. The walls of this room were lined with pictures of previous

gradiates dating as far back as 1921, thus I could see the evolution of the nursing uniform and

the nursing cap.

We descended a narrow stairway to the basement floor which was the main residence for

students. It was like descending into an entirely different world - a world of WHITE. I was

facing a long rectangular room painteO white. There were2long rows of white porcelain sinls

@ack to baik). A6ove each iink was a long mirror. Beneath was a drawer for personal

toiletries. To the right, each side of the wall was lined with rows of white lockers. This is

where I was to unpaik and hang my clothes. My trunk was taken to the storage room. Each

locker was already marked wlttr ttrl incoming student's name. When enrolment was heavy,

locker space *.r it *.d between two students. et the end of the room was a huge trolley pifed

high with freshly laundered and starched nurses' bibs, aprons, belts and basic uniforms. These

unlforms had blue stripes running vertically on a white background (the blue was predominant)

and I later learned these basic uniforms were called "our blues". Next stood another large

trolley, this one piled high with ready to use Kotex pads (free)!!!

I looked around me. White uniformed student nurses were either ascending (going on

duty) or descending (coming off duty) the narrow stairway. Their stiffly. starched uniforms

*"a" a rustling *u-nd as the! walked-ieaving behind them a faint smell of ether and disinfectant

which immediitely invaded my nosrils. tndeed, the entire residence seemed to be impregnated

with this so called "hospital smelln. But it was the "whiteness" of it all that overwhelmed me.

It was almost hypnotic -a in a way frightening and for a moment I felt like I was in an alien

world - a world of while, inhabited by women in white. An acute feeling of homesickness

flooded every pore of my being and the need to see a familiar face was overpowering. I became

aware of Sr.-symphorosa standing beside me. She was smiling and prompting me to follow her

to the nurses' lounge.



Hospitals have long since abandoned the "whiteness of it all"' Hospital wards today are

wall papered or painted iriwarm homey colours. Patient's bedspreads and nurses' uniforms are

in pastel pink, blue, yellow, etc. Operating room linen and indeed the entire operating room

staff are now dressed in green. x"s.ar.t hai shown that white has an undesirable psychological

effect on patients and especially on children. with regards to my initiation into the world of

white, I sincerely believe this to be true'

Weenteredthenurses'lounge.Herethewhitenesswasbrokenbythecozy'colourful
sofas, chairs, furnishings and the street clothes of students off duty' Theyvere in various forms

of activity - writing letters, reading, tistening to radio (there were no T'V.'s in those days)'

Others were just lounging around ,"rting-- on""*s sound asleep. Some students obviously just

off duty were still in iniio*. One gitf'*tt aimlessly picking i t"" on the piano' At once (as

if on cue) all students stood up as Sr. Sy*ptroroo .ri.i.o. I was later to learn that this gesture

of respect was done routinelY.

WelefttheloungeareaandascendedthesamenalTowstairwaybacktothefrstfloor
and into the dormitory where rows and rows of narrow metal framed white beds were squeezed

in all along the perimlter not unlike *;;t barracks The headboard of each bed was covered

with pretty pink heavy cotton malerial sewn to display a large pocket for storing books'

magazines, letters etc.'Ialso used this pocket to store. my metal cutiers and after curfew (9:30

p.m.) and lights out I became expert at rolling my hair in curlers in complete darkness'
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I noticed that some beds were neatly made while the linen on other beds were neatly fan-folded
towards the foot of the bed. I was later to learn that this was done routinely immediately upon
arising to air out the linen and at the first opportunity (usually after breakfast or lunch) they
were neatly made up. Unbeknownst to us, these beds were periodically inspected and if found
"sloppy" or if the corners were not 'Just so" the offender was brought in to remake her bed.
Even putting on a pillow slip was an art in itself. I was called back once. (To this day, all beds
in my home are made up with utmost precision and with neat hospital corners). Beside each bed
was a standard size window. I was later to learn that in the winter time they could become
drafty and cold. Many mornings I found ice crystals in my glass of drinking water which I kept
on my window sill. These windows also came in very handy during summer time when some
of the more daring students used them to climb out and go on prearranged dates.

We toured the kitchen and dining areas. There were rows of long rectangular tables
covered with white tablecloths and at each seating rested a large napkin in a napkin holder. The
dining room was silent except for voices and pleasant cooking smells coming from the kitchen.
It made my mouth water and I realized I was becoming hungry. At the end of the dining room
was an enclosed area containing several small round dining tables. This is where the registered
nurses ate (as if eating with us students would somehow diminish their stature). For meals we
stood in line (cafeteria style) took our tablespoon of cod-liver oil (if it was breakfast) sucked on
a piece of lemon and went on to receive our platter of food which we carried to our allotted
place at the table. Meals were generally fairly good although a bit heavy on starches. At
bedtime, however, I was often hungry. I remember snacking on dry crackers long after "lights
out". It was a real treat to receive a "care package" from home. Led by Sr. Symphorosa grace
was said before each meal. Sister would then leave to take her meal at the convent. We said
grace after meals by ourselves.

Nurses' training, I was to learn was regimental, rigid and strict. Through the years it
has undergone many changes one of which was the closing of training schools in hospitals thus
ending the three year program and replacing it with a two year program at Kelsey Institute in
Saskatoon.

Back to the tour - it was soon to be supper time and I was to experience my first meal
at the nurses' residence - unfortunately I remember nothing of it except that it was then that I
met Miss Jacobson and Miss Dewey who were to be in my class and who along with Miss Olson
were to become my best friends. Among the student body we became known as the "foursome".
To this day we keep in touch.

After supper it was chapel time, benediction and recitation of the rosary. It was a long
and somewhat bewildering day. That night in the dormitory, I slept the sleep of the exhausted.
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I AM A PROtsATIONER
(JanuarY 12, t944 to April 12, 1944)

A11 new comers, for the first three months of training were called "Probationers" '

The next morning we were all scheduled for complete physicals' This was done not

withstanding tne faci ttrui oo. family ptrysicians U.ac\ trorne had already examined us as a pre-

requisite fo, 
"nt 

*.L-irto Urrring S.tdof- No doubt they wanted to double check and make

certain that we were in tip{op shape for this demanding career. Sister Symphorosa accompanied

us to the examining rooms. we were tord to strip compretery and were give.n those "open-back"

hospital gowns. I.;;;;J my behind *itt tt. nup of tn" go*' and waited my turn' The wait

seemed interminable. At last my name was called. A11 wJnt well until I was told to stand erect

.feetslightlyapartandmybacktotheoo.to'.Ididn,tthinklwashearingrightwhenhetold
me to bend over and touch my toes but of course I did and as I bent forward my gown fell away

and completely exposed my private anatomy. Being-1aturally modest and shy I found this

extremely embarrassing and it was u ,"uluro* to my-dignity. 
-Later 

on I had difficulty facing

this man who was physician to the entire nursing peisonner. It was all in a days work for the

doctor, but for me, a new recruit, it was on" ofth" most demoralizing moments of my life'

Thenextfewdaysweweresopre-dccupied.withournewenvironmentanddailyroutine
that we all but forgot our physicats uniil on" auy Sister called us into her office and told us we

all passed (*" *# u rreatttry tog. we were very jub,ant_and that evening enjoyed the initiation

partytheSeniorstudentsheldforus.Thuswgwerewelcomedtothefold.

Asprobationersourdailyroutinewassomewhatasfollows:

Wakeuptime-fanfoldbedlinen.godownstairs-wash,
dress get readY for morning mass

Atteni mass in hospital chapel (Catholic students)

Breakfast
Run upstairs and make uP bed

Chssrbom instructions with recess in between

Dinner

12:30 - 1:30 P.m. Relaxation Period

2:00 - 6:00 p.m. Classroom instruction and lectures with recesses between

Supper
R;'r.ry recitation in hospital chapel (on feast days we

auended Benediction as well)

6:00 a.m.

6:30 a.m.
7:00 a.m.
7:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
L2:00 noon

6:00 p.m.
6:30 p.m.

7:00 P.m. Evening class

8:00 - 9:00 P.m' StudY Period
9:00 P.m. PrePare for bed

9:30 P.m. Lights out

When we started going on hospital wards, this routine, to some extent' altered'
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Often I didn't have time to curl my hair before "lights out", so I did it in the dorm in
bed in the dark. When I combed it out in the morning it looked just fine. We all had to wear
our hair short enough so that it did not touch our collars. When my hair grew too long and I
didn't want to cut it I styled it in a "ratu. The young women of today will not know what I am
talking about but most women who were in the military during World War II and who also had
to wear their hair above the collar are well acquainted with the 'rat". It was simply a soft roll
approximately 8-12 inches in length made of "hairlike" material over which we rolled our hair
up (to the desired length). Thus we could have short hair without cutting our long tresses. It
was a life saver especially when I was just too tired to curl my hair.

As probationers, the majority of our time was spent in the classroom. One of the first
subjects taught were the principles and practice of nursing. We were told to keep in mind that
the basic idea of nursing is to help the patient to attain and maintain health or to secure freedom
from pain and discomfort when return to health is not possible. Not only were we taught to
attend to the patient's physical needs but their spiritual needs as well.

As we all know, the nursing activities of the nurse of the 1990's are far different from
the activities of the nurse of the 1940's but the basic principles remain the same.

In the main classroom we had a life size "dummy". We called her Peggy Ann. She was
used in teaching the various nursing procedures and we practised on her almost constantly.
Peggy Ann must have been relieved when night came and she was rid of us. We gave her
hypodermics, baths, mustard plasters, hot water botfles, back rubs, changed her linen etc. We
used each other to learn how to take temperatures and pulses for obvious reasons - Peggy Ann
had no pulse.

One day we were taught how to give a "soap suds" enema. In those days there were no
"Fleets", in fact there were no short cuts to anything. We would filla quart size enamel enema
can with tepid water and with a pair of tongs swoosh a bar of green soap around until the water
became "sudsy". After many supervised practices on wards our instructress was confident that
we knew this procedure well and were capable to do it on our own. This is a narration of one
student's experience:

"I approached my patient and after explaining what I was about to do, I
positioned her the way we were taught. I was nervous and as luck would have
it I gave the enema into the wrong hole (she laughs). To be sure, my patient had
a clean vagina, but it did nothing for her constipation. I-ater on, I had to prepare
another enema and this time my supervisor made sure that I gave it in the right
orifice. "

As probationers, we often went on wards to give bed baths, change patient's linen, and
frequently just to rub patient's backs. Excited with our new learned skills, we would hurry to
the elevator with our little baskets flung over our arms (like 'Little White Riding Hoods").
Besides rubbing alcohol, our baskets contained a small whisk broom which we used to sweep



the crumbs off patient's draw sheets. We rubbed many backs. Indeed, rubbing backs was so

important that one student who failed to do so whenever she got too busy, was promptly expelled

from the training school.

Soon we were measured for our blue striped uniforms "the blues" which we wore for the

remainder of our probation period. Prior to this, whenevef we went on wards we simply wore

a white hospital go*n or". olu, street clothes. our "blues" had stiffly starched white cuffs, sewn

in self belts at the waistline and very stiff detachable white collars. Like an ill fitting shoe

rubbing on a heel, these stiff collari rubbed the sides of our necks. Our skin turned red,

thickened and hardened eventually producing a brownish discoloration. At this stage the skin

became insensitive to the friction. i had ttis brownish patch on my neck long after I no longer

wore the collar.

A11 our classrooms were located in the hospital basement, one was right across from the

morgue. To get to class from the residence we went through a long, dar- k, poorly ventilated

tunn-e1. However it was more convenient and took less time than the outdoor route, especially

in the winter time.

Sr. Irene taught us Bacteriology (Sr. Irene was one of my favourite nuns). She was

young with a prettyiace, clear stin and had a sad, pensive, far away look in her wide apart

iu,g.iUtr" "y"r. 
Iier dimples were invisible but surely there when she smiled. She told me

(long after I came to the t.t *9 that the first day she saw me in class, I reminded her of her

sister - I so much resembled her. one day she 
"atteO 

me into her office and showed me an 8x10

photo of a very pretty girl (the sister) - I saw no resemblance to me whatsoever.

During Bacteriology class we were sometimes taken to the Lab to see samples of blood,

urine etc under the microscope. We learned to identify red blood cells, white blood cells,

certain bacteria etc. One day, just out of curiosity I pulled a hair from my head and was

astonished to see what a hair follicle actually looks like.

One day Sr. Irene asked three students to scrub their hands thoroughly with soap and

water and one student to leave her hands unwashed. Then they were each given a petri dish

containing a culture media. A11 four students (I was one of them) were instructed to touch the

culture media with their fingers. Sister meant to demonstrate that clean hands carry no bacteria,

however this experiment somehow "back fired'. In a day or so we checked the petri dishes -

1o and behold the petri dishes that were touched with clean hands grew numerous bacteria, while

the one that was touched with unwashed hands grew no bacteria whatsoever. Although this

pvzzld us we had a good laugh - we did not repeat the experiment.

All our classrooms were heated by steam (long prpes running parallel to the ceiling and

walls). Very often these pipes would suddenly "splt" and rattle and make earth shattering

noises. when this happenea, *re lecturer had tostop (in mid sentence) and wait until the pipes

"piped down".
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Probationers - February 1943

In Hospital Gowns
(1-r me, Miss Dewey (Louise), I{iss j}son (oj-1ie}, }{iss Jacobson (Gladys))

In our basic uniforms (the "b1ues") with the stiff collars and cuffs
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One of our classrooms was home to an authentic human skeleton. It was completely
intact and hung from a peg in a corner closet. The closet doors were opened only during
Anatomy and Physiology classes. Before an exam I often came here alone at the end of the day

to study. Holding hands with the skeleton I memorized all the bones - I knew them like my
ABC's. I remember them to this day (well - most of them). Anatomy and Physiology was one

of my favourite subjects. The skeleton had a name but it escapes me now.

One day my dear mother came to visit me. I was so happy to see her. Sister
Symphorosa embraced her, then told me to take her on a tour of the hospital and residence. I
must have been in a mischievous mood as I led my unsuspecting mom to the classroom that

contained the skeleton. In a non-chalant manner I opened the closet door. My mother gasped

and backed away. Naughty me burst out laughing and by this time mother recovered and was

laughing too albeit half heartedly.

I was always curious as to how the school acquired this human skeleton. Via the student
grape vine it was supposedly that of a young female - probably age eighteen. I was always
aware that at one time this skeleton was a living human being. At times, as I sat in the
classroom gazingat the skeleton I would picture it as a young pretty teenager. I often wondered
what her future would have been had she lived.

Gradually, we were exposed to more ward work. We worked a 12 hour split-shift with
no days off. One day, two of us were assigned to linen. This meant that we had to unload a
huge trolley of freshly laundered hospital linen and stack them neatly on shelves in the linen
closet. By the end of the shift I would be so bored and tired I felt like crawling into the trolley,
close my eyes and blissfully go to sleep.

Some days we were assigned to the central dressing room. This is where we were taught
how to ro11 bandages, make gauze sponges, Eauze squares etc. We were taught how to sharpen
hypodermic needles, clean syringes and how to mend surgeons gloves (mended gloves were
never used in the operating rooms). In the 1940's disposables were unheard of - we did a lot
of "recycling". As probationers we were given a variety of odd jobs and some of the seniors

made sure that we were kept busy "or else".

The "hi-lite" in our lives at this time was the corner confectionery store. It was only a

couple of blocks away and often after work we would run out for a Sweet Marie or an Oh
Henry. At that time the bars were large and cost a dime. The store has long since gone and

a nice house stands in its place.
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I RECEIVE MY NURSING CAP

At the end of our three months probation perid, we received our gleaming white nursing

caps. It was a solemn, impressive.*d1"-1it Cetemony. This very important occasion somehow

,"ruin, hazy in .y *"rory - perhaps because at the time I was so overwhelmed by the

excitement orit 
"tt.- 

However I do remember we were each given a 'b1s sister" (a student one

year senior to us). Mine was Miss Cecilia Hancherow. From that evening on she was my "big

sister" and I her "Protegee".

I met Miss Hancherow summer of '92. She took a vacation from her job as office nurse

for a doctor in Brantford ontario and came to visit in Prince Albert. A group of nurses and

especially those who were her classmates got together at !1a{ Trent's (Swtffield) place and had

a party in trer honour. In the course of conversition I said to her, "celia, I feel so sorry I didn't

Urirg .y photo album so that we could look back on our nursing days in tlqning school". She

,"pf.d,-"i don,t want to look back, I want to look forward". How ironic! She died shortly

after she returned to Brantford.

Back to the Capping Ceremony - Sr. Symphorosa our nursing director pinned the cap on

each of our heads rin1ur'tuntusly reciiing a prayer. we knelt to recite the Florence Nightingale

Pledge - each holding a lit candle.

When the Capping Ceremony was over we were all congratulated - I couldn't wait to get

to a mirror (as if r expected some magic transformation had occurred once the cap was placed

on my head). I was almost disappoinied. Except for the stars in my eyes, I looked very much

the same.

The cap was our most strategic acquisition because now our uniforms were complete'

It gave us a boost and a whole 1ot of confidence. I smiled with anticipation at this new

miiestone although at this stage I still had an enormous amount of learning to do. Nevertheless,

I left the ceremony room *ith .up on head, head erect (one would think I was wearing the

queen,s tiara. f was so proud of my cap I was loatfre to take it off - but I did have to get ready

for bed - tomorrow was^another buiy work day and with my new cap I was looking forward to

it. That night, as I lay in my nalrow bed, I felt so proud to be here and vowed with

determination to work hard for good marks.

Our student uniforms were very attractive. Over the blue striped basic uniform (the

blues) with the stiff cuffs and collars litrat irritateO our necks without mercy) we wore stiffly

starched bibs - next came the apron which was yards wide and had to be threaded in advance

because it took up so much timi. when the draw string was finally pulled through the apron,

it fell in a gather of folds which we wrapped around our waists. over this we wore a very stiff

wide belt. The overall result was an eitremely smart, neat appearance - especially if one was

slim, if one was fat - tough luck.
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Just below the collar, pinned unto our bibs, we always wore our hospital pin. The pins

were oval in shape with silver lettering (H.F.H.) on a dark blue background. I still have mine.
The joke going amongst the student body was that the letters H.F.H. stood for "HEAVEN
FROM HERE'. One of the students came out with another one - 'HUNTING FOR A
HUSBAND'.

To maintain our nursing caps and collars gleaming white and starched, we took them
regularly to a small Chinese laundry situated a short distance from the hospital. We always.went
in pairs (never alone). The reason for this was because each one of us had an incredible sense

of fear once we entered the tiny establishment. The place looked 'SPOOKY". It was dimly lit
and perpetually filled with steam. The smell of wet laundry and soap permeated the entire
room. Strange sing-song language reached us from somewhere in the semi-darkness.

We rang a bell and in no time, from a thick cloud of steam, a very old, stooped, white
haked and wrinkled Chinese man appeared before us and we made our transaction;25 cents for
cap and 10 cents per collar. They were done to PERFECTION. We couldn't get out of there
fast enough.
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RECOLLECTIoNSoFMYFIRSTYEAR(|943)

During our first year in training we were known as "Junior" nurses and were now

earning $10 per month from which accidental breakages e.g., thermometers, syringes were

aeaucien. uy friend ollie had bad luck. Her breakages sometimes exceeded her monthly wage'

As before, our day began at 6 a.m. We showered and dressed and those of us who were

of the Catholic faith attended mass at the hospital chapel. After mass we came down for

breakfast which *u, uruuffy over in 20 minutes. After breakfast, up the elevator we went' each

to our respective floor. \vhether one was relaxed or tense depended entirely on who your

supervisoiwas. Generally, they w919 a kindly lot. However, we had one nun (I will refer to

her as Sister X) who *ur'lnu"h different from her peers (personality *i:")' some students

feared her (I was one of them). we nick named her '"rhe Holy Terror". No.one knew Sr' X',S

paradoxical personality ur *"1t as the nursing students. She was just as ruthless and mean as

she was beautiful. rr at *r possible, I avoided her. whenever I heard her rosary beads rattle

(no other beads rattled like her$ I knew that it was her and that she was approaching our work

area so I would ,i*piy tio" until she left. This often happened when she was night supervisor.

Sister X frightened and intimidated those she chose to "pick" on (I was one of them) and

thought nothing of slapping us around'

Whenever she confronted and got through with me, I felt absolutely worthless, and an

overwhelming sense of failure seemed-to drag me down which was unfortunate because during

our first year we 1galt needed guidance, ripport and above all self confidence (a belief in

ourselves). In these areas I felt Sister X was distructive. To me, she was the only obstacle in

an otherwise smooth training perid and to this day remains a bad memory'

Long after I completed my training, the then instructor of student nurses reported Sr' X

to her superior after whiih she was p.o.p-uy transferred to a rest home. She has long since died

- may she rest in Peace.

Shortly after our Junior year began, we were all measured for nursing capes. These were

made of dark blue melton cloth (with-a certain percentage of wool) and lined with a pale blue

flannel fabric. (Dark blue and pale blue *"r" ou, school colors). Each shoulder bore a military

type tab and the collar with the gold H.F.H. lettering was somewhat similar to that of a military

officer. When the capes arrivld they were t* t*g (they touched oy- ankles) and although

practical and warm I found the length unattractive. After I graduated I shortened mine to knee

iength. It looked much smarter. whenever we went to hospital chapel or to the cathedral we

wore a matching ,,beanie,, (skull cap). I still have my cape. It is exactly. half a century old'

rury ;'u.*ie,' di& a natural death (it wore out). The cipes plus all our text books were paid for

by the student.
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We needed some diversion from work and studies so infrequently we were allowed late
passes to see a show or whatever as long as were back on time. If our record was good we
could even get an all night pass.

Our den mother at that time was a cheerful middle aged woman with a Hungarian accent.
Every evening she would sit behind her small desk in the centre of the entrance hall with the
pass book in front of her. She watched us as we signed "out" and signed "in" and woe to
anyone who came in late for no justifiable reason. Many were the times as we hurried back to
the residence we would run so fast we would trip, fall, skin our knees, get up, run and get there
just on time.

Our first den mother (the Hungarian lady) I can't recall her name, left to get married and

was replaced by an elderly spinster. She was a tall, very erect, slim woman with an unchanging
hairdo. Her long gray hair was perfecfly waved and caught up in a large bun at the nape of her
neck. Her face wore a perpetual frown so that when she did smile, her entire face lit up like
an unexpected ray of sunlight. There seemed to be an aura of mystery around her and I often
thought she would do well in an English movie filmed in London where the fog is thick and
heavy and the rain is constantly dnzzling. Miss Slattery dressed in sombre clothes - grey, b1ack,

and brown. Her neck was always adorned by a strand of pearls (real?) and on the finger of her
left hand she wore a huge diamond ring. Via the student grapevine I learned that she was once
engaged to be married and just before the wedding her sweetheart died. She never married and
the sparkling engagement ring remained on her hand for the rest of her life.

Miss Slattery was a very conscientious and devoted den mother. Every night after we
were all in bed she would come tip+oeing into our dorm and do a head count (to make certain
we were all in). She carried with her a large flashlight and it never ceased to annoy me when
she would shine it directly on my sleeping face, which of course woke me up.

At the end of each month, Sr. Symphorosa (our director) would post the roster on the
bulletin board. As soon as she left we would all scramble up the stairs to see who worked
where and with whom. We were now doing shift work - (no days off) days (7 a.m. to 3 p.m.) -
evenings (3 p.m. to 11 p.m.) and nights (11 p.m. to 7 a.m.). We also attended daily classes

with the exception of Saturdays and Sundays. Night duty was particularly inconvenient
academically. We would go to bed about 9 a.m. and frequently we had to get up for a 2 p.m.
class. We would catch a few more winks after class and wake up again for an evening class.
I often went to sleep following the evening class and asked someone to wake me up to get ready
for duty at 11 p.m.

A11 the night duty nurses slept upstairs in the "Bishop's Palace" which was located near
the Sacred Heart Cathedral. We slept there because it was "so quiet". The Bishop's Palace
might have had a tin roof and in the summer time our one huge bedroom became an oven. We
would then kick off our sheets and blankets and sleep in our pyjamas. One of the students, Miss
Liska, had a better idea. She slept in the nude. One day Sr. Symphorosa unexpectedly paid us
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sleeping nurses a visit. Silently she surveyed each sleeping form and-was a little taken aback

when she came to Miss Liska's bedside. if Lirka'r nudity bothered Sister, it certainly didn't

bother Liska who slept through the entire inspection'

After graduation, Liska went to California and worked in the maternity ward in a hospital

that serviced movie people. Some of her patients were famous stars such as Lana Tumer, Joan

Crawford etc. Stre dpt in touch with Sister Symphorosa by mai1. 
-Her 

letters were so

interesting that Sister had ttrem read out loud at our alumnae meetings. Secretly, I envied her

but by the time my lraouation rolled around I forgot all about california and Hollywood stars'

Back to my first yeal - we continued studying Anatomy and Physiology, Principles and

practice of Nursing L *"ti.t were added Drugs and Solutions and Essentials of Medicine' we

also attended tectures given by various doctors (most of whom were on staf0' Dr' M' Connell

iJentist) lectured on Iental aspects of nursing. Rev. Fr. Chartiez taught the three ethics -

iieligious, General and professional plus he held classes in conversational French (French

lessons were on a voluntary basis) I took them'

Dr. Andrews (E.N.T.) specialist was a rather tubby, round headed.man with balding

black hair. He wore a small moustache not unlike Adolph Hitlerls @ut there the similarity

ended). He had a cheerful personality and we allliked him and his lectures which consisted of

the anatomy and disease, oi the eye, ear, nose and throat' One day he brought to class a real

eye Uut because it was so huge, we were certain it belonged to some large animal'

Dr. Young, who was very handsome and shy, gave us lectures* on the heart and

circulatory system.' on his desk siood a plastic model of the real thing, I found this subject

extremely complex and spent many long hours probing the plastic model, studying its chambers,

valves and what not. flvhat an amaring organ!) The heart muscle acts as a pump' Think about

what it does: The average heart beatslz t'lmes each minute - more than 38 million times each

V* *a pumps about slitres of blood each minute - more than 2 million litres each year and

it is only the size of Your fist.

The physiology of the heart beat alone is a very complicated function although it requires

only about )z-u*trlf the heart to effect a complete circulation and atthough the circulatory

,VrL. is quite short (about 23 seconds are required for a particte of blood to start from one

point, traverse both the systemic and pulmonarycircuit and arrive again at the original spot) the

rtuOy of this phenomenon involves an entire chapter'

Studying the human body and its various systems - skeletal, muscular, nervous,

metabolic, circulatory, respiratory, digestive, excretory, glandular, and reproductive suddenly

made me realize how very.o.pi& oirr bodies are. (I never thought of my body in this way

before, I simply t*t it ior granted). It dawned on me how miraculously each part-.is put

together to maintain its functiJn for the benefit of the body as a whole. I1{d' our bodies are

so"cleverly contrived that I am in awe with the creation of it all and to think that the starting

point of this very complex human body is a single cell, the fertilized ovum.
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I began to revere the doctors for their super knowledge of the human anatomy and
physiology and for their treatment of its various ills and dysfunctions. In fact, I used to regard
doctors as something akin to God (q step below God Almighty) and it was not until I grew older
in my nursing career that I came to the realization that doctors were only human and certainly
no1 infallible.

In cases where death was due to an unknown or questionable cause a consent for a post

mortem was obtained and signed by the next of kin. (If they refused to sign, an autopsy was

not done).

Nursing students attended these on a voluntary basis. Because valuable medical
knowledge was gained by students observing a dissection of a cadaver, the majority of us

attended (I was one of them). Post mortems were performed in the morgue which was a small
room in the basement of the hospital and I might add poorly ventilated. They were always done
by two staff doctors - one on each side of the cadaver. Using an extra long scalpel handle and
a large scalpel, with one swift stroke the cadaver was opened. They then removed each organ,
examined it and in a teaching fashion made it possible for each of us to view it. We could
actually see, touch and feel each organ as they were removed - thus we studied the heart, lungs,
spleen, liver, pancreas, stomach etc. When the autopsy was completed the organs were replaced
into the abdominal cavity in no specific order - then the long incision was rapidly closed with
extra heavy sutures.

During the first autopsy that I observed the room was crowded, the air in the smal1

morgue soon got heavy and invariably one by one some of the students walked out. The odour
(smell of guts) as I called it quite repelled me but I managed to maintain my observations to the
end. However, long after I left the morgue this "smell" would linger in my nostrils - sometimes
I imagined I could smell it on my clothes so that I showered vigorously and changed clothes as

soon as possible. At times, however, we didn't have time to do this. Once after studying the
human liver in the autopsy room it was 12 noon and time to eat. Guess what we had for dinner!

I observed a total of three autopsies. The third one was performed on a young woman
possibly about 35 years o1d. She apparently contracted syphilis and when I saw her in her
private room she was suffering complications from this highly contagious and tragic disease.

She died. An autopsy was performed under separate technique and all precautions were
observed. As she lay on the cold slab the doctors gently pulled back her beautiful long hair.
They then picked up a bone saw and started sawing an area on her skull in order to expose the
brain. No sooner had the saw touched the skull and I heard the sound of saw against bone, I
bolted out of the morgue like a flash of lightening. This was just too much for me. That night,
in the dormitory, I crawled into bed, closed my eyes and her face was there before me.

Needless to say, my attendance at autopsies came to an abrupt end. I never did get to see the
human brain. To make up for this, I devoted a lot of my time studying about it in my text
book. What an enormously complex and amazing organ!!!
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Soon I was to experience my first death bed vigil. In our hospital, not only were the

physical needs of a dying patient met but their spiritual needs as well. A Sister would come in
to each patient's room carrying a small bottle of Holy Water which she used to sprinkle the

dying patient making the sign of the cross and reciting a special prayer. A hospital chaplain was

always available to administer the "Last Rites" to those who were of the Catholic faith. The
patient was never left alone. A nurse was constantly in attendance.

One day as I was going about my duties in the private wing of third floor, Sr. Aloysius
approached me. She told me to go to ward #? in the old wing of the hospital to attend to a
small boy who was dying of Leukemia. I was to look after him until he died. He was in the

last stage of the disease - there was no cure. Quietly and with some apprehension I entered the

small white room. On the cot lay a male child about 6 or 7 years old. His eyes were closed

and he appeared comatose. I sat in a chair next to his bed and put his smal1 hand in mine. I
studied his face in all its childhood innocence. His short, dark, curly hair was moist and small
beads of perspiration dotted his forehead. His long lashes touched his pale cheeks and his small
tilted nose was sprinkled with freckles - such a beautiful child! He was also an orphan and came

to us from St. Patrick's Orphanage which was situated not too far from the hospital. I did
whatever I could to make him comfortable - sponge baths, back rubs, cool cloths to his forehead

but mostly I sat beside his bed holding his little hand and watched him slip away. Every so

often Sister would come in to sprinkle the dying child with Holy Water and to say a prayer. I
felt that this innocent little boy was already an angel on his way to heaven hardly in need of any

mortal assistance to get him there. When she left, I resumed my vigil. Several hours passed

when suddenly he opened his eyes and I found myself looking into two large pools of dark
brown. Then as he closed them for the last time a large tear drop trickled down each little
cheek leaving a wet trail along the sides of his face. It broke my heart completely and I sobbed

uncontrollably for this little orphan child whom I knew for such a short time and who had no

mommy or daddy - no one but me (a nineteen year old student nurse) to hold his little hand as

his soul took flight to join the throng of little angels that were waiting for him. Such were the

thoughts going through my mind as the door opened and Sister came in. Gently she put her

arms around me but I was inconsolable. The death of this little orphan boy is scorched in my
memory and however long I will 1ive, I will always remember him. I was nineteen then, I am

seventy now and I sti11 see him clearly as if illuminated in the slanting rays of time. When I
wrote my book of poems in 1990, I wrote a poem in his memory, I called it 'The Last Tear

Drops".

St. Patricks Orphanage (which was home to my little patient) was built around 1900. It
was administered by the Oblates. The local orphans were cared for by the Daughters of
Providence (a religious order of mosfly French speaking nuns). However, in 1903, Bishop

Pascal having accepted to welcome some 60 British orphans (sponsored by the Catholic Rescue

Society) Fr. Bruck (I met Fr. Bruck in 1945) deemed it necessary to entrust the care of these

Bdtish youngsters to an English speaking religious order and so it was that three Sisters of
Charity of the Immaculate Conception left St. John, New Brunswick and on luly 30, 1906

arrived in Prince Albert to take up what to them was a foreign mission.
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lvleal time at St. Patrick's Orphanage



. Reverend Father williarn Bruck, OMI
(administrator of St. patrickrs Orphanage

until his death on January 9, 1947)



A fire at the orphanage on February 7, 1947 destroyed all the buildings and claimed the
lives of Sister Celeste Marie (Pilikowski) and six children, two of whom were the only children
of one of our nursing assistants at H.F.H. She was separaled from her husband at the time and
while working at the hospital, left her two preschoolers at St. Patrick's. The shock of losing
both her children was more than she could endure. She suffered a severe breakdown from
which she slowly recovered and went back to work - with a hole in her heart that will never be
filled. Some months later I visited Sr. Irene (I was then employed by St. Michael's Hospital
in Cudworth) and this is what she told me:

"On charred remains of a wall of the orphanage was a distinct image of a nun as

if painted with a brush dipped in ashes (it was presumed that this is where she

died trying to save children who out of fear locked themselves in the bathrooms. "

After the fire, the children were sheltered in the old Army Barracks (where my brother
and his platoon had once been stationed) until a new orphanage was built in 1951 where the
Sisters of Charity continued their work of caring and teaching until the doors were closed in
t973.

Not too far from the orphanage and the hospital was the convent for the Sisters of the
Precious Blood of Jesus. Sr. Symphorosa (the then Director of Nursing) on occasion would ask
me to deliver small parcels or written messages to this convent. The sisters were a cloistered
order. They spent their time in prayer, praying for world peace and various religious activities
such as making hosts for Holy Communion, making rosary beads etc. The Sisters made a
beautiful rosary for me using the rose petals from my graduation bouquet. The beads were rose
in colour and actually retained the scent of roses. It became one of my cherished possessions,
unfortunately, years later, I lost my rosary beads in a fire which completely destroyed our home.

The Convent of The Precious Blood of Jesus was a huge building, entirely surrounded
by a high wooden fence. With Sr. Symphorosa's message tucked in my pocket, I walked into
the convent parlour. The silence was overwhelming. The parlour was a cool, dimly lit room
featuring a grille (latticed screen) with a curtain behind it. I rang a bell. Quietly I heard a door
open and someone pulled back the curtain. A veiled nun approached but I could hardly see her
through the latticed screen. I placed the message in a revolving latticed wicket and waited for
a reply which came to me via the revolving wicket.

Sometime later, two nuns from this convent became ill and were admitted to our hospital.
I was one of the nurses caring for them. They were very young and extremely attractive but
oh! so shy and modest. They appeared out of place in a world outside their convent. It was
about this time that I secretly entertained thoughts of becoming a nun but fate had other plans
for me.

The Convent of the Precious Blood of fesus has long since been demolished and as far
as I know there are no cloistered order of nuns remaining.
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During my Junior year, my brother Peter, who was temporarily stationed in Prince Albert

was sent overseas. whil; in prince Albert, he would on occasion, visit me and bring a friend

and I would arrange a date for him with one of the students - so we double dated, went to a

movie and ate in a nice restaurant which was a change from hospital food. I missed him alot.

We kept in touch by mail. peter was an avid photographer. In one of his letters, while in

England, he enclosed a picture of the White Cliffs of Dover which reminded me of the song

Vera Lynn made famous during World War II.

Invariably, he would enclose some money with his letters which I frugally saved to buy

my books and supplies. peter's buddy, the soldier I dated went overseas as well. He wrote

beautiful letters declaring how he missed me. I was not romantically involved with him,

however I answered all his letters because he was Peter's friend and like most soldiers overseas

he was also lonely. Before I sealed the envelope I would leave an imprint of my "lipsticked"

lips on a kleenex tissue, fold it neatly and enclose it with my letter. In World War II this is

*iut u, girls used to do. We thought it was the least we could do to warm a soldier's heart and

boost his moral.

It was a time when the streets of Prince Albert (and all cities for that matter) were filled

with soldiers, sailors and airmen (of both sexes) on leave or on pass. There were very few

young men not in uniform.

One day, after receiving a letter from my brother with the usual few dollars, I decided

to treat my frilnd Louise (who was a classmate of mine) to a dinner at the P.O. cafe. The

dinner cost every penny I had taken with me. Lo and behold a Salvation Army lady comes

along with her totin basket. For a long interval (it seemed like forever) she held it in front of

us. 
-Louise 

and I, still sitting in our booth with the scrumptious meal before us just looked at

each other totally embarrassed. I had to tell her we had no money. She looked at us with some

scepticism and said, "If you have enough money to eat in restaurants, you should have a few

p"nni", to give to the poor. " She made us feel so guilty! I wished she would just disappear.

it *u, unbelievable - here we were counting our pennies to meet our expenses in training

school - we splurge once and are admonished by some one collecting for the poor. What

irony!!

My friend Louise needed a good steak. She was always so pale. One morning during

mass (we always went to hospital itrapet together) standing beside me she suddenly fainted.

There was a commotion as th; Sisters got her into a wheelchair and wheeled her to a hospital

ward. Dr. Tisdale examined her and ordered blood work. Apparently her haemoglobin (Hgb)

was very low almost to the point of requiring a blood transfusion. She was put on iron tablets

and foods rich in iron and was soon back on wards. As a precautionary measure - (after

Louises's fainting episode) we were all put on iron pills.
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My brother Peter and I in 1943.
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One day, I went to the mailroom. There was a letter from my brother rvho was still
overseas. Excited as can be I opened it. This time he enclosed a $90 war bond. I felt like a
millionaire. How very thoughtful of him! I put it away for graduation expenses. Later on
when I earned my own money, I was able to pay him back.

During my first year I spent alot of time working on third (men's floor). One month I
was assigned to the urology ward. It was a large multiple bed ward and all patients here
belonged to Dr. Finlayson - our only Urologist.

As soon as I entered the ward the smell of urine assaulted my nostrils. A11 these elderly
patients had transurethral resections of the prostate. This surgery was developed in the 1930's
for benign prostate hyperplasia and this is the surgery Dr. Finalyson performed on his patients.
This was also the domain of our orderly "George" who went around irrigating patients tubings
and emptying their drainage bottles.

Years later, other surgical techniques were developed for this condition as well as drugs
that control or lessen the symptoms. Even though the smell of urine followed me wherever I
went, I enjoyed working in the Urology Ward. The men were good patients, easy to please and
grateful for any attention given them be it big or small. Besides, I liked Sister Aloysuis, a tall,
stern looking woman with a heart large as life. She supervised the entire third floor for years
and I could never imagine it being run by anyone else.

After leaving the Urology Ward, I was assigned to general duty on the same floor
(Medical Ward). One day I admitted a young native male from a nearby reserve. After giving
him a routine tub bath, shampoo and all, I got him settled in bed. Upon returning to take his
temperature, I noticed that the white linen was peppered with lice - they were crawling in all
directions. How could I have not noticed these parasites when I bathed him and shampooed his
hair? I ran for the delousing liquid, I can't remember what we used in those days but it had
such a potent smell it stung our eyes. The treatment was repeated daily for the next two days.
It worked very well. This was routine procedure for lice infested patients (native or white).
On occasion I would somehow inherit some of these lice in my own hair and had to promptly
treat myself as soon as I went off duty. This was one of the hazards working in this ward and
I can honestly say it was the most "creepy" experience.

The private wing on third floor contained a special ward which was reserved for
penitentiary patients. As we all know Prince Albert has a maximum security prison which the
"locals" call the 'P.A. Pen". Within its walls are some of the worlds most hardened, dangerous
criminals. If an inmate became ill and required hospitalization, the hospital was notified well
in advance and the prisoner was admitted to this special 2 bed unit. It was like any other ward
except for the windows - they were covered with iron bars (escape proof) spaced so that enough
sunlight filtered through and the prisoner could get some view of the outside world if he so

desired. This room was entirely devoid of articles that the patient could use to harm himself or
others, for example "coat hangers". A uniformed guard (and I presume armed) sat just outside
the always open door of the ward giving him a clear view of the patient. Guards changed every
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g hours covering a 24 hour period for as long as the prisoner remained in the hospital.

Invariably, the guard would read, knit or just sit and watch. Most prisoners were docile and

no problem whitsoever - the guard then could knit away without losing a stitch. However he

would become extremely alert when a nurse entered the ward to do treatment, medicate, etc.

This didn't stop me from being just a bit apprehensive especially on "night duty".

One day, we admitted a middle aged male prisoner. Apparently, in the penitentiary, he

attempted to cbmmit suicide by slitting his throat but didn't go deep enough. At the time of

admission his neck wound wal neatly taped and he appeared quite docile. At this time I was

the "medicine nurse" which meant I distributed medications to patients in allthe wards including

the patient with the bandaid on his throat in the room with the iron barred windows. I was

u i"dthat he could identify each pill I gave him and seemed to know alot about pharmaceutics.

It stirred my curiosity as to who this guy really was. Except for his name, I knew nothing

more.

One evening this is what haPPened:

At about 7 p.m.I left third floor to go to class. Dr. Kirkby was

giving a lecture on "Tuberculosis". About halfway into the lecture

we heard an unusual commotion coming from upstairs (the hospital

area). Apparently the patient in our special unit with the barred

windows had gone "berserk". He overpowered the unsuspecting

guard and knocked him unconscious. He then stripped his hospital

go*n and with nothing on but the band-aid on his neck he

proceeded to chase a nurse and a Sister who happened to be in his

view. He pursued them down a back stairway which led to the

maternity floor where several men who were visiting their wives

seized him and held him until official help arrived. In the

meantime the nurse and the Sister were still running down the

remaining flights of stairs without glancing back. The nurse was

my "big sister". She said that she just about had a heart attack.

It was a horrific experience for her, one that she didn't soon

forget. From then on the guards were constantly on the alert and

to my knowledge nothing of this nature happened again.

I continued my training on third (mens) floor as general duty nurse. I remember a very

special patient in a private room in the new wing (one of our own staff doctors) I shall call him

Dr. Leland. Dr. Leland was a picture of elegance. When he came to do his hospital rounds

(patient visits) he was always perfectly groomed. He walked with an air of confidence and

&uberance and always the perfect gentleman. We all liked him. Although only in his 50's, he

was dying of cancer. et night his agonizing screams would break the silence in the hospital and

during tt 
" 

Ouy they could Ue trearO is far down as our class rooms. I learned from one of the
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senior nurses that he had been on pain killers (narcotics) for so long that his body built a

tolerance towards them and they were no longer effective. After a prolonged period of suffering
this very gentle person died. We all missed him.

Towards the end of my lst year, I was assigned to the women's medical ward. I have
but a few memories of my experiences here although I am sure I must have had plenty. I cannot
explain why some events stand out in my mind and others are completely lost.

I remember a young woman who was admitted with cardiac arrythmia. The doctors
explained that since her soldier husband was sent overseas, the constant anxiety, stress and

worry caused her heart to beat irregularly. They treated her with quinidine and eventually her
heart resumed its normal rhythm. Nevertheless her eyes remained dull and sad and she seldom

smiled. After her discharge from hospital I often thought of this young woman. I hoped and
prayed that her husband would return to her safely and in good health but had no way of
knowing if indeed he came back at all. He well may have been one of the many casualties of
ww II.

My next experience is almost unbelievable. While still on womens medical ward, we
admitted a young girl who was a replica of Judy Garland, who in the 1940's was a young girl
and gaining fame at MGM studios along with Mickey Rooney. News of Judy's double spread

amongst the health care workers like wild fire. Doctors and nurses would walk past her bed just
to get a glimpse of her. The young girl was completely unaware of her resemblance to Judy,
unaware also of the interest she created, and entirely unaware of her beauty which of course was
part of her charm.

From women's medical ward, I was transferred to women's surgical. One morning I
entered a 4-bed ward and who did I see lying in one of the beds? My childhood friend Cecile
Grimard. We started school together and were inseparable until her family moved away. We
were both about 10 years old. Losing my very best friend in school was a traumatic experience
for me and I didn't see her until I walked into this ward. I was happy to see her but I was no
longer a school kid and had long since ceased to miss her.

Sulpha drugs and antibiotics were developed during the Second World War, so when I
was taking my nurses training Penicillin'was the "Wonder Drug" and very new. In those days
patients treated with injectable penicillin were injected intramuscularly every 4 hours. Each
student had to spend a certain amount of time being "Penicillin nurse". I remember going from
ward to ward with my basket of penicillin vials, syringes, needles, alcohol and sponges.
Penicillin is a painful injection in itself - add to that a recycled needle - "OUCH,. In the 1940's
disposable needles and syringes were unheard of.

. Penicillin was discovered in 1939, then was more or less ignored until WW II, when a

great effort got underway to produce the drug for the wounds and infections soldiers were
suffering.
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Days went by - we worked and studied and studied and worked.

One day my brother Tony visited me. I was delighted when Sr. Symphorosa gave me

an overnight pass. We saw a movie and dined with friends in a nice restaurant. The next

morning, I had to return to my world (the world of white).

Before the year ended I also had a visit from a school chum whom I hadn't seen since

grade school. He was waiting for me in the reception area of the hospital - no longer a kid but

I frn grown handsome man in soldiers uniform. Since I was on duty, we spoke briefly but I
thogghl it was so nice of Leo Marcotte to drop in, say hel1o and wish me well. I too wished

him lood luck and "Bon Voyage" as his next assignment was overseas. I think Leo had a school

boy crush on me from way back (grade school).

- 
It was a busy year for me - working and learning new things daily. The seasons seemed

, to go by almost unnoticed. The entire face of thehospital and residence was beginning to take

, on a feitive look and it dawned on me that Christmas was almost here. Nostalgia filled my pre
i Christmas days as I thought of my childhood Christmases at home. However, the Sisters made

. our first Christmas awiy from home extra special. They decorated the hospital chapel

o, beautifully and the nativity scene was almost life like. The choir at Christmas mass was made
'". up of sist&s and nursing students with good singing voices (I was not one of them) but my close
. : friend Gladys Jacobson had a marvellous voice (alto) and although of the Lutheran raith shet 

3oin"d our .hoir for all special occasions. Miss Jacobson was from rural Prince Albert and I
I remember the delicious chicken dinners her mom invited us to.

, Christmas mass in the hospital chapel is unforgettable. A11the Sisters wore their holiday

habit which was black except for the white wimple around their faces. I can still see the black
, :': robed Sisters kneeling at the communion rail with their heads bowed reverently, waiting to'-r" 

receive the "Host". There was something almost ethereal about them. I never stopped

wondering what their lives were like once they returned to their tiny, sparsely furnished rooms

"-1r'" The nurses residence was decorated with wreaths and holly and we had a big tree but we

didn't roast chestnuts on an open fire - we went to work as usual. However, back in the

nurses's lounge we had plenty of nuts, fruits and candy.

On Christmas Eve a choir of off duty nurses went from ward to ward singing Christmas

Carols and I saw many patients drying their eyes. I was on duty and had a hard time holding

back my own tears.

, Christmas dinner was traditional - turkey with all the trimmings, for us first year students

it truly was a good Christmas.

Christmas came and went and soon we were into the New Yeat (1944), and I entered my
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RECOLLECTIONS OF MY SECOND YEAR (1944)

During our second year of training we were known as "Intermediate nurses". The year

was 1944. It was marked by a very important historical event and it is coincidental that today,
June 6, 1994, as I continue to write my "Nursing Recollections", it is the 50th Anniversary of
D-Day when the allied troops landed on the beaches of Normandy and began the_final-qArnpaign
in the liberation of France and German occupied Europe. This campaign resulted in massive

casualties and loss of life of Canadian boys - amongst them boys I went to school with and boys
I loved to dance with. Today, while watching a special D-Day Memorial Service on television,
I heard the bugler play "The Last Post". The familiar notes transported me back in time to an

evening in July 1944 when a Memorial service was held in the Sacred Heart Cathedral in Prince
Albert, for men who lost their lives on the beaches of Normandy and once again as the bugler
played "The Last Post", I heard the anguished sobs of Miss Forest - a student nurse who lost
her brother in this battle. I will never forget it.

Every morning, just before breakfast in our large dining room World War II was a reality
to us as Sr. Symphorosa led us in prayer for the men and women in the military services. I still
have a faded typed copy of that prayer and here it is:

O God, we beseech Thee, watch over those exposed to the horrors
of war, and the spiritual dangers of a soldier's, sailor's, or an

airman's life. Give them such a strong faith that no human respect
may ever lead them to deny it, or fear to practice it. Do Thou, by
Thy Grace, fortify them against the contagion of bad example, that
being preserved from vice and serving Thee faithfully, they may
be ready to meet death wherever it may happen, through Christ
Our Lord, Amen.

Sacred Heart, inspire them with sorrow for sin and grant them
pardon. Mother of God, be with them on the battlefield and if
they should be called to make the supreme sacrifice obtain for
them that they may die in the Grace of Thine Divine Son. Amen.

May their Guardian Angels protect them. Amen

Mary, Queen of Peace, pray for them. Amen

Time came when we all knew this prayer by memory. Although far away from the war
zone we were very much aware of World War II.

During the war years, telegrams that arrived to students in residence, were always
received and opened by Sr. Symphorosa. If the news was bad she would call the student to her
private office where she would personally break the news as gently as was possible and

then in a motherly way, do all she could to console the grieving student. I remember one
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student nurse, after given the news that her brother was killed overseas, went into a deep

depression. She refuJed to go to class, she was unable to go to work, she couldn'teat, her sleep

was disturbeO - stre3ust corfrd op in a fetal position and stayed in led wlth he.r head buried deep

under the covers. ri took a lot oi tender loving care and understanding from the nurses, doctors,

Sisters and her ruroiiy. Eventually she was ubte to snap out of her depression and continued

with her life as student nurse, graduated and became an R'N'

Worr), for loved ones ovefseas was our constant companion' W-e!{ed to see a telegram

delivered - we would look at one another thinking - WHO IS IT THIS TIME?

Because student nurses were not allowed to marry while in training, several of the senior

(hird year) students did so secrefly before their sweethearts sailed overseas. one senior who

had only 3 months to complete her training was discovered and was immediately expelled'

Luckily she was accepted at another tess riliO training school and was able to complete her

nurses training, graduate and receive her Diploma'

A good number of students that graduated during the war years joined the military

services and became nursing Sisters. e-registered nurse automatically receives the title of

Lieutenant. on outy, ttr.y ivore bright blue uniforms with white collars and cuffs and short

white veils. Almost all of them were sent overseas. Some of the graduates went into entirely

different directions like Miss Rose Marie Lier who joined the Missionary Sisters and nursed in

a leper colony somewhere in Africa. She wrote interesting letters of her humanitarian work

amongst the lepers which were always read aloud at our alumnae meetings' (A 1940',s Mother

Theresa).

We continued our academic studies and shift work on wards. We still had no days off

(unless we were i11) however we were given 3 weeks summer vacation each year, and our

earnings remained at $10 per month.

During this time our studies included Pediatrics, Surgical Nursing, Dietetics (our pretty

petite blonde dietitian, Miss Bohar was our Dietetic teacher), Geriatrics, orthopedic Nursing,
'cynu".otogy and obsietrical nursing plus lectures by various staff doctors. we also had to learn

public speaking - oui putfic being d'o"tort, Sisters and nurses. I was not a good public speaker

and never will be but I got by. ido admire anyone who can stand in front of an audience and

deliver a sPeech.

Anatomy and Physiology being a lengthy subject overlapped into our second year'

Sister Symphorosa taught us First Aid with the help of St. John Ambulance people' She

also taught us how to bandage wounds, splin1 blken^ bone, how to massage and how to do

percussion and postural drainige. At the cbnclusion of this course Dr' Hynes presided over an

oral and practical exam. He warned us that if we accidentally dropped a bandage, he would

automatically deduct marks. wouldn't you guess' J gto.ppd mine halfway through bandaging

a supposedly injured arm. I felt awful ut t ."i.i"red the bandage and continued' Nevertheless'
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I obtained a St. John First Aid Certificate and First Aid Book. Recently (June 1994) I att€nded

a First Aid and C.p.R. Instruction course and when I returned home I realized I owned a relic

(my 1944 S. John First Aid Book).

One evening Sister Irene lectured on the Re,productive System. She went through the

female system in g..rt detail, however, when it came to the male reproductive system she told

us to study it anJ go over the diagrams in our textbooks and be able to identify each part

(Funny, I should think of Marina Bobbitt at this time!!)

One day as I was in the Nurses' lounge writing one of my monthly letters to my parents,

I received an ,rg"nt phone call. I was to go to third (men's) floor immediately where my

brother was admitted in critical condition - would I please come and stay at his bedside. In

haste, I ran for the elevator, my adrenalin overflowing as my mind concocted the worst

scenarios. When I entered the ward, I saw my cousin Bohdan (obviously an error somewhere).

He was breathing laboriously and was unconscious. Bohdan was a severe diabetic. His illness

started with an .ar infection. OiaUetics cannot fight infection on their own and his spread to the

meninges which is the membrane lining the brain and spinal cord - giving symptoms not unlike

meningitis. I stayed at his bedside although he was unaware of my presence. Dear God, he was

ody la or 15 years old. Sympathy for this young kin of mine gripped my heart. At intervals

he would op"n frit unfocuised eyes, his fice would contort so that it resembled that of a

wrinkled little old man, then he would screarn and the sound of his screams was like no other

I had heard. Dr. Swaffield came to me and said he was so sorry, it was too late to save him.

He died. I felt completely helpless. The memory of it still distresss me. I will always

remember the death of niJ unfortunate cousin of mine whom I did not know all that well but

loved him nevertheless for we were first cousins. If there is a heaven, Bohdan is surely there

if only through his suffering.

It so happened that I was scheduled to work on third (men's) floor again. I remember

a young r*-r"*io man who had recently returned from overseas, where, as so many other

servicemen, had contracted malaria. He had frequent bouts of high fever and delirium after

which he would be seizcd by chills which made his entire body shake so violently that after the

attack wiui over his bed toolea fike Hurricane Hazr,l had just blown over it. I used to feel so

sorry for him especially when during his delirium he would cry out for his mother. I often

wondered if in his delirium, he was back at the front in some damp trench ducking bullets. In

his confused state of mind, he sometimes called me mother and I would speak to him softly and

dry his forehead and pretend that I was. He was treated with quinine and after long intensive

nuising care his attacks gradually subsided and eventually he was well enough to go home.

Mr. Nivin (I shall call him) was in his early 50's and was almost a permanent fixture on

third floor. He was a patient with severe debilitating arthritis and almost completely immobile

and therefore had to Ue fea and lifted on to a bed pan when nature called. In spite of excessive

weight loss, he was heavy because of his large bone structure and his height so that when it
came time to lift him, I always had to run for help. Mr. Nivin preferred big strong nurses to

attend to his needs (I was noi one of them). One day I came by and found him crying. His
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favourite ,big nurse* was graduating and soon would be leaving for-good' 
.I1? 

*tt hospitalized

for so long that frr'*ufO iorff ,"r".uf goJu.tion, anA.eactr f,*" [" would lose his favourite

nurse. Mr. Nivin's medications were ;*rn *q.consisted of aspirin and cod liver oil' He

required a lot of nursing care. 
- 
Each til;-ig^"" hi,t-* bed bath, t ** intrigued by a scapular

hanging from a cord that was tied urouno triJwaist. The cord was soiled. One day I asked him

if I could remove the cord and wash it.-rr" adamantly refused and I did not pressure him

however I was curious as to why he wore it and so hi explained that the cord was called "The

CordofSt.Ann'(thepatronsaintofthesick)'Notevenio'ase"ondwouldheremoveit'So
through the years the Cord of St' Ann remained as was'

someyeaIslater,afterlgraduatedandleftthetrainingschool'ImetMr'Nivininthe
p.O. Cafe in Prince Albert. ffe *as .aiing his-dinner' There was no trace of the crippling

arthritis as I had remembered it. wtren rreitood up he was tall and erect. He recognized me

and warked towards me with a sure anJconrroent gait. we shook hands (his grip was strong)'

Mr. Nivin was completely cured and back in his Insurance bushess. It was nothing short of a

miracle and then I remembered "The Cota of St. Anno' COULD IT REALLY BE?

. TNever did I have a genuine fur trader for a patient - that is not until 1944 (my

interrliediate year). I will ..tt r,i* tui. rieta. The Northwest Territories was home to Mr'

Field where he transacted his fur business in the various trading posts. He came to us with life

threatening 
"Ou*o;in]rction 

of his right hand' - 
ForJwo d"yt h9 was in a state of delirium'

His healing was an extremely tong proi,s-s (months):- fing an active.youfg man he found the

hospital stay interminable rntit tJ il;;t nurse fAwaris who at that time was working in

theC.D.R.(centraldressingroom)andso-itwasoneofherdutiestocometoMr.Field,s
bedside every 4 hours to give him hot saline hand soaks and apply hot compresses to the wound'

In time he began to tooffo*ard to her coming' I wa1 tris gderal duty nurse and I sensed a

change in him each time Miss EdwarJ, ."*" to-oo t i, dressiigs. His evgs would light up and

for a while he would forget the tediousr"r. or his situation. io make a long story short, they

fell in love.

onoctober26,|gg4,IvisitedMrs.FieldwhoisnowwidowedandlivinginPrince
Arbert. over tea and delicious cooties we talked about her life in the N.w.T. and with her

permission here is her storY:

'After my graduation in 1945' Mr' Field and I got *ry{ 
'aboard

,hi;; ;;fu caued poni inr"t which is part of Baffin Island in

the N.W.T. we upl+ iLs in Pond Inlet. Ttren, over a period

or'ii'v*r *" lived in various Arctic posts and.visited many

otherswhiletravellingfromposttopost.Iwastheonlywhite
woman there. I was 

"aso ttre only nurse. There was no nursing

station.Thefewnu,,i',gsuppliesandmedicineswerestoredina
small clinic room in oui"r,our". News that there was a Registered

Nurseamongstthem-spreadfar.aldwideacrosstheEskimo
communities.rneycametomewithavarietyofillnesses.I
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treated them all. I routinely kept critically ill children in my home

and nursed them until they recovered because no way could they

survive in their own environment. At that time, the Eskimos were

a nomadic tribe - they had to go where the fur was. [n summer

they lived in tents and in the winter they made themselves

comfortable in igloos. Of course, today, they all have fully
modern housing and their lives are entirely different to when I
lived amongst them.

In the event of critical illness or if I had to deliver a baby, I went

to their camps. In winter, I went by dog team and in summer I
went by boat. At "ship time" which came once a year, I would go

by helicopter and make my visits to the various posts and bring
back natives for their T.B. X-rays. In the 1940's this disease was

rampant amongst the Eskimo population.

I delivered babies in igloos and tents. An Eskimo woman in
labour was always in a kneeling position. Under her was a
generous piece of deerskin to catch all the products of birthing.
After the baby was born the placenta was thrown out to the dogs.

The dogs ate the afterbirth including the deerskin. During labour,
there was always an Eskimo woman (usually a friend) kneeling

behind the labouring woman to provide support as she leaned

backwards. They had no sanitary pads - instead they used seal

skin or ptarmigan skin. Ptarmigan is an arctic bird closely

resembling our prairie chicken. The families remained small - no

more than 3 or 4 children.

A dentist taught me how to inject local anaesthetic into the gum

area so I pulled teeth as well. Sometimes when the tooth held fast

and was hard to pull my husband had to do the extracting and he

became very good at it. I would also do temporary fillings that

would last until a dentist arrived and put in permanent ones.

I also sutured various types of lacerations. Watching surgeons in
the operating room during my student days I never dreamed that

someday I would become just as skilful.

The Eskimos were wonderful people, friendly and tn'rstworthy.

We loved them and they loved us.

Our first child (a daughter) was born in Pond Inlet. Her playmates

naturalty were Eskimo children so it was not surprising that she

became fluent in their language at a very young age. She always
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servedasmyinterpreterwhenlmadehousecallsordelivered
babies.

I taught my daughter Lily for 4 years at home with the help of a

correspondence course which was supplied by the.Hudson Bay

Company. At age 9, she went to. a private boarding school in

Winnipeg. I was now minus an interpreter' Eventually I too

learned some of their language'

They loved our pretty curly headed blonde daughter and would

want to rub noses wittr trer itt tit way of expressing affection)' I
worried about trris crose contact for obvious reasons - the biggest

ot*t ittt was the dreaded "Tubercle Bacillusn'

We also lived in Eskimo Point for 3 years and. in- StUluk (in

Northern Quebec) for 1 year. I didn't like living in Sugluk'

We spent 6 years in Southampton' While there an epidemic of

measles broke out. Enough gamma globulin was shipped in by

special air express from ch"urc-hill to immunize close to 250 people

that lived there. with the help of the 10cal school teacher we spent

an entire night administering the serum'

The following day, one doctor and two registered lytTt arrived

from Winnipeg and took over the medical work while I prepared

meals etc. for them.

onlyonelSmontholdbabydiedduringthisepidemic,whichwas
mi#ulous really when you consider the poor housing and poor

sanitation.

we lived in the N.W.T. over a perid of 15 years- (1945-1960)'

Every 3 to 4 y...; nt **p-Viu9 us come out for a thorough

meaical""*,dentalcheckupandavacationafterwhichwe
returned to the N.W.T.

A ship arrived only once a year at which time we purchased our

year's suPPlY of groceries.

In 1960, we left N.W.T. for the last time' We made our home in

*ionip"g where r joinro the Manitoba Rehabilitation Hospital now

part of the Health Sciences Cenffe'
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Looking back, my husband and I had a very good life. Together

with our 2 children we knew the meaning of "real happiness".

when my husband died, I placed my white fox fur neckpiece (his

first gift to me) over his cremated remains. I felt it was

appropriate to his memory."

Before I left, Mrs. Field showed me a map of the North West Territories and the

following are places she and her family had been to and knew well.

Povunnituk
Port Harrisson
Great Whale River
Clyde River
Pangnirtung
Frobisher Bay
I-a.ke Harbour
Cape Doret
Coral Harbour on Southampton Island which is one of the big islands in North

Hudson Bay. She then leafed through a 1950 National Geographic Magazine to

show me a picture of her young daughter and her Eskimo playmate. They were

both smiling happily (Childhood friends).

When I returned home, my thoughts drifted back to Mrs. Field (the student nurse who

was a year ahead of my class). Sfirat an-extraordinary person! What a life time of experiences!

How uniquely valuable she was to the people of that vast isolated territory! I hope she

will one day write a book - she has so much more to tell. .'..

Back to my second year, I was now working on womens medical floor. I was not the

attending nurse in this bizarre scenario but a petite, brown-eyed nurse who spoke with a French

accent was. I will call her Miss Lovette. The following is Miss Lovette's very unusual

experience in the woman's medical ward.

There were these two elderLy sisters - one was widowed and I will call her Mrs. Brown -

the other was a spinster and I will call her Miss Foster. One day, Mrs. Brown (the widow) was

admitted to hospital (Miss lovette's ward). She was very ill. After several days of medication

and treatment she showed no improvement - in fact she was steadily getting worse until one day

she suddenly ceased to breathe. After stethescoping her chest the doctor ordered an injection

of coramine (a heart stimulant). In those days we did not do CPR but depended heavily on

cardiac and respiratory stimulants. Mrs. Brown's heart beat did not return and the doctor

pronounced her dead. Miss Foster (her sister) was immediately notified. Miss I-avette pulled

ihe sheet over the patient's face and left the room. The sisters taught us to leave a dead patient
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alone for at least 20 minutes because this was the time the soul took leave of the body' We

respected the sacredness of it all. Miss I-ovette closed the door quietly and left the body in

peace.

Meanwhile Miss Foster comes along to see her dead sister. She removes her sister's gold

rings including her wedding band and retrirns home. when Miss lovette returned to the ward

to p."p"r" Mri. Brown's bJdy for the morgue she was_frightfully surprised to find Mrs. Brown

alive and pondering over the absence of f,er rings. She wanted them back. Apparently the

Coramine administered to Mrs. Brown had a 'deliyed' action and her heart started to beat again

- but not for long. She died some hours later!

What a horrific experience! Miss Lovette was endowed with an enormous sense of

humour and had the capaciiy of perceiving comedy in the most unusual of situations. when she

related this event to me she couldn't con-tain her laughter. Had I been in her shoes I know I

would be real "shook uPn.

-tlwnite still on women's floor, I had an extremely embarrassing experience. It happened

like this:

Every evening on the 3-11 shift I would pour out pre-ordered

laxatives. I m-easured them carefully into 1 oz glass medicine cups

and placed them on a large medication tray and passed them

around like cocktails. In those days the favourites were cascara

(the colour and consistency of molasses) and magnolox (the colour

and consistency of thick white cream). Sometimes the two were

combined. Ali set to go I first distributed them to patients in the

old wing and as I turned the corner to enter the new wing I slipped

on the hlghly polished floor, fell and landed ignominiously on my

derriere.-hiiuniform was splattered with the sticky brown and

white glue. The medicine cups rolled in all directions leaving

sticky 6.o*n and white trails behind them. For a second or two

I jusi sat there stunned and when I looked up a doctor who 
-was

doing his evening rounds, was coming towards me. He helped me

up 
"iO 

enquired as to my injury. To fall unseen is tolerable (albeit

painful) to fall in front of someone is totally embarrassing and I
was more embarrassed than hurt'

A11 work and no play makes Jenny a dull girl - so one warTn, calm, hazy, summer

saturday afternoon five of us off duty nirses pil{ into Miss Forest's old car (the Green

Hornet). we didn't even look back as rt" t*t hir place behind the wheel and the car took off'

We enjoyed scenic prince Albert with its sprawling green lawns and tree lined streets. If felt

SO GOOD to be out in the fresh air. As we drove atong River Street, I happened to look down

on the North Saskatchewan River - it was so still, so perfectly calm that it was like a floating

mirror. As we neared the ,Little Red" (the then P.A.'J favourite picnic spot) tall majestic pines
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and busy squirrels greeted us. The girls scampered around like little children on the loose -

laughing and frolicking, rousing the woodland from sleep. Somewhere, not too far the frogs

in a pond were croaking in piercing chorus. After a while, someone brought out the picnic

basket and as if on cue we gathered dry twigs and wood and made a bonfire. As we roasted

wieners and marshmallows we sang "silly" songs and all the while we knew there was something

missing - "boys". Nevertheless, I was hoping that the afternoon would never end but Sr.

Symphorosa had given us a special leave and we were expected back at the residence at a
specified time. Reluctantly we gathered our picnic "stuff', carefully put out the fire urd headed

back. We drove along without a care in the world. It felt good to be young, healthy and alive.

Suddenly, just as Miss Forest was driving over a railway crossing her car failed and the Green

F{ornet with the now frightened nurses was stuck between the railway tracks. Our fears changed

swiftly to overwhelming panic when we saw a freight train approaching. The train's whistle was

roaring in our ears - one of the train crew was frantically flailing his arms in an attempt to signal

us off the track. We froze - we were unable to move - we were unable to utter a sound - we

became like statues. I remember my hand clutching a medal of St. Christopher which I always

carried in my right hand pocket. After what seemed like an eternity, Miss Forest, in desperation

made another frantic attempt. She floored the accelerator, the o1d car jolted into motion and

over the tracks not a minute too soon. With the realization that we narrowly escaped death -

hysteria set in. When we finally got back to the Residence we headed straight for the dormitory
and comforted one another as best we could. We also kept the near tragic event a secret for fear

Sr. Symphorosa would certainly deny us another leave.

That the car moved off the track when it did was nothing short of a miracle and then I
remembered the medal of St. Christopher (the patron saint of travellers). COULD IT REALLY
BE!! Yes, Miss Forest got her car fixed.

To this day I panic when I have to wait at a railway crossing for the train to go by and

especially if the car I am in is the first one waiting to cross. A half century has gone by and

yet occasionally in my dreams I find myself on a railroad track with trains coming at me from
every direction and I cannot move. I wake up in a cold sweat, my heart pounding.

Another event that almost ended in tragedy involved four students who were one year

behind my class (Class of '47). Miss Katz was a pretty girl with expressive dark brown eyes

and raven black hair. Her parents lived in the city of Prince Albert so that whenever she went

home to visit she brought back "goodies" which she generously shared with her best friends.

On this particular occasion she brought a jar of home canned chicken and invited three of her

classmates to share it with her. Whatever was left of the chicken was stored in her locker.

There was no refrigeration in our lockers and the four girls ended up in hospital with food

poisoning. For a while their condition was critical - one girl almost died. Sr. Symphorosa (our
D.O.N.) was exffemely distressed and worried. She prayed incessantly for her sick girls. I
cannot remember how long they were hospitalized but on discharge they were still quite weak.

After a period of rest in the residence they returned to classes and went back to work a lot
thinner and a lot wiser.
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Halfuay through our intermediate year sl. symphorosa, oY motherly Director of

Nursing was transferred to Vancouver to take new dutiei as Director of an orphanage' She was

replaced by young Sr. Irene (with the sad blue eyes and the pretty dimples)' Years later' I was

employed in a vancouver hospital and visited with sr. Symphorosa in tlg orphanage' I was

appalled at the large numb", oi inf*ts and toddlers stre trad in her care. Most babies belonged

to single moms. Some of the moms ,**uin.O in the orphanage to take " 
t: 9f 

their infants and

help with the chores. Some time later an epidemi. oi dy*"ttery reached this orphanage and

many tiny souls departed for heaven.

During Sr. Irene,s tutelage, nurses' training tended to include more social activity for the

students. The majority of the si-sters were Irish so she would organize a St. Patricks Day party

with Irish music anO songs. A1l day we wore green Shamrocks - even on duty' On-another

rccasion she organized a small concert and I reirember doing a Scottish dance (rhe Highland

Fling) with a classmate of mine. During the hoppjng T9 *rnraising I got tangled up in some

streamers that were used to decorate the-stage. i rouna this very disconcerting but it did create

a lot of laughter from the audience.

Before Christmas Sr. Irene organized sleigh rides for students off duty' She made

arrangements with the lay brothers at 5t. patrick'igrphanage. They would come for us in a

big sleigh and team of hoises and we would all hop in bursting with excitement. The sleigh ride

I was on was a mild, starry winter's eve. Sleigh bells jingled - Christmas was in the air' The

moon shone in all its'glory making the atmosphere so tor.nti. - however we were secure in the

knowledge that alas tie ray broth-ers from si. Patrick's were a religious order and like priests

remained celibate. We sang songs and enjoyed the smell of the hay we sat on and the cozy

warm blankets that covered our limbs. The'fresh air was exhilarating. We were famished when

we returned and were more than pleasantly surprised that Sr. Irene had hot baked beans' toast

and hot cocoa waiting for us. she was a dear. we all loved her.

Another Christmas (our second as nursing students) was fast approaching and with the

New Year (1945) the beginning of my third year in nurses' training - another milestone'
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RECOLLECTTONS OF MY THrRD YEAR (1945)

During our third (final) year we were known as Senior Nurses. We were earning $10
per month as before, and continued to work every day of the month (no days off).

Three historical events marked our third year as student nurses. They were as follows:

V.E. Day - May 8, 1945
Victory in Europe was celebrated by emotion packed people everywhere. It signalled the

end of five years of incredible bloodshed and suffering. More than 40,000 Canadians died. The
streets in Prince Albert were lined with people of all ages. There were marching bands and
banners waving. People marched, walked, hugged, laughed and shouted with joy. All off duty
nurses, in full uniform, joined the marchers (I was one of them). Someone took our picture (I
still have it). The war was over. As we continued to march through the streets of Prince Albert
I pondered thus:

Peace w last - but a what an exorbitant price!

Federal Election - June 1945
The Liberals won the election but William Lloyn Mackenzie King (Canada's 1lth Prime

Minister) lost his seat (which was Prince Albert). When he made his election visit to his home
constituency that year, he visited the hospitals and that is where I met the Rt. Honourable
gentleman.

I am not at all politically inclined and it is ironic that I married a man who lives and
breathes politics. My husband's library consists of biographies of men in politics and especially
those of the Prime Ministers of Canada and that is how I came upon the biography of Wm.
Lloyn Mackenzie King. Because he was the fust Prime Minister of Canada that I could
remember (I was too young to remember his predecessors), I became interested in his biography.
I learned that it was he who introduced "Old Age Pension in 1927 (on a means test basis).
Conscription in World War II and in 1944 introduced Family Allowances and Unemployment
Insurance.

I found it interesting to note that he spent more time in office than any prime minister
in the British Commonwealth. His biographers called him "The Incredible Canadian' and
rightly so - while directing the destinies of Canada he also dabbled in "spiritualism' - thus our
fust mystic Prime Minister.

V.J. Day - August 14, 1945 - Marked the American victory in Japan following atomic bomb
attacts on Hiroshima and Negasake.

And now, back to nursing Because we were seniors we were given more
responsibili$, for example, we were often scheduled to work with Juniors and were there to
help if and when they encountered any problems.
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We were now taught to administer intravenous infusions as well as blood transfusions'

There was alway, n"rp iio, Sister in .rr"rg. if we struck a difficult vein. In time I became

quite adept at finding and entering a gooO iein. In those days (in emergency. cases) it was not

uncommon to give di-rect transfusi,on, 1p".fot*"{ by.a.physician)' In this method the blood was

removed from a suitable and compatible donor ana immeoiately injecled 1n* ftt vein of the

patient. In non emergency situations, the indirect method *at 
"eo 

when blood was removed

from a suitable donor, co[ected in a ve,,"l containing sodium citrate which with agitation of the

mixture prevented th; blood from clotting. Of *rti the physician always decided whether he

wished io ut" ttre direct or indirect method'

oneday,aslwasworkinginminoro.R.wherecollectingofbloodusuallytookplace,
a big, tall young gentleman came in to donate. He was nTUy. drisd 

In -c{ltian 
clothes (he'd

been in the air force) I watched as tre strutted in so confia*hy and I was still watching as he

fainted when he saw his own blood. strrng", it was always the'big guys"-that passed olt' 19
problem. It didn't tut. tong to revive th; - a fittle brandy, a hoi cup of coffee and they left

ieeling better and perhaps a little embarrassed'

Today, there are blood banks in all large cities so that blood is available on short notice

and sent out in special refrigerated units even to most remote rural hospitals' In the 1940's I

worked in one ;J;*piti where in-**.rg.ncy situations a box of refrigerated blood was

dropped by a mercy plane and we *oura a"st out to the air strip to pick it up' Also an air

ambulance plane wit}r a registered nu* on board wourd pick up our patients requiring transfer

to a larger centre.

In order to accommodate all students, Departmental training started at the beginning of

our Iniermediate yo, *O continued inlo ou; final year. On a rotation basis we had to spend

4 to 6 weeks in each department such as the Operating Room' Out Patient' Emergency'

paediatrics, Obstetrics (Delivery n**t, Nutr".y *d Oietary - not necessarily in that order'

I am sure I had numerous experience, ut f rotated from one iepartment to another' So much

time has elapsed that I can now t *L*U"t only those experiences that hurt' saddened'

embarrassed, surprised or delighted me. These stand out in my memory very clearly'

I will begin with my student days in the operating Room' we h1d a minor o'R' where

small surgeries such as T&A's (tonsillectomiis and- adenoidectomies) hernias etc were

performed. Training in minor o.R._was relatively ...Y, h major o'R' heavy surgery such as

hysterectomies, cholecystectomiel,-9-sections etc were done' Training in major O'R' was hard

work (mentally and physically). Miss Noonan was the o.R. supervisor' Miss Menard was her

assistant. Miss Noonan was a small, O.U.rt", middle aged woman witl very expressive blue

eyes and skin that even a teenager would envy: She appeired so delicate that her actual strength

and endurance never ceased to amazgmr. t titt uenard was a direct contrast with dark brown

eyes, black hair anJ Arrt **plexion. it" *"t of medium height and somewhat overweight'

Miss Menard was a happy person anJ hughed alot. She was good for our moral'
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In the O.R. we studied simply by "observing' akin to "on the job training'. I found

myself memorizing the various types of sutures, needles, scalpels, instruments and the st,ep by

siep surgical procedures. Observing some surgeons do 'their stuff' and trying to learn

something from them was for me an exercise in futility. Their nimble fingers and experienced

hands worked with such speed that I simply couldn't take it all in. Some surg@ns however,

took time to explain the procedures step by step. This had to be stored in our minds - there was

no nnote taking' in the O.R. We learned by trial and error. It was all very gradual - from the

bottom of the ladder (circulating nurse) to the very top (Instrument nurse). After about 30 minor

and 60 major scrubs we were ready to leave the O.R. and go on to another department.

The following is my own personal experience in major O.R. After a certain period of
observations in major O.R. I was given the duties of 'Circulating Nurse". In this capacity I was

to make available any additional items that were required during the course of surgery such as

extra sutures, needlei, instruments, sponges etc. I was also to keep a keen eye on the blood

soaked sponges that the surgeons discarded into a special shinless steel basin. With a long

forcep I would fish these out one by one and hang them on a special "sponge rack" where they

were readily visible and I could count them quickly. Before the surgeon closed the peritoneum
(lining of the abdomen) the instrument nurse and I would do a sponge count. Her count and my

count had to be the same. In the event of a missing sponge the surgeon was not allowed to close

the abdomen until the missing sponge was accounted for. The count was always correct.

During surgery it was also my duty to wipe the perspiration from the surgeon's forehead. With
gentle hands and with almost maternal instinct I wiped the brows of many hard working
perspiring surgeons. In the 1940's in our hospital, whenever a surg@n happened to get blood

on tris shoes Auring surgery it was my duty as circulating nurse to get down on my knees and

clean their shoes.

One day after cleaning several pairs of shoes, I told Miss Noonan (our O.R. supervisor)

that I found this getting down on my knees demeaning and servile and "why couldn't they wtpe

their own shoes?' (some surgeons did). Her answer was: 'It teaches you humility.' I accepted

this but it did not soothe my annoyance to see a surgeon point his blood splattered shoes at me

and as if on cue I would go down on my knees and become the 'shoe shine girl".

The next step up the O.R. ladder was being 'Suture Nurseo. From observing, I learned

which sutures were used on which needles, the correct way to thread them, how to hand them

over to the Instrument nurse and at what stage of surgery the various sutures were required.

With time, I became a very skilful suture nurse, so much so that I actually enjoyed it. Of
course, through the entire operation, Miss Noonan or Miss Menard was there observing each

and every one of us.

I cannot remember how many nsuture Scrubs' I had before I was promoted to the very

top and final step of the O.R. ladder (that of being Instrument Nurse). I now had to stand next

to the main surgeon, anticipate his needs and expertly and correctly hand him the required

instruments. My fust experience as "Instrument Nurse" was a complete disaster.

Unfortunately, I did not have the surgeons that would slow down and explain as they went along
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_ instead I had the clinic doctors who were noted for their speed - their 10ng fingers were flitting

around like a concerr pianist,s. I coutoniimarch their o"*tJJty *d g9t T iar behind that finally

I just stood there as they l6p"d.th.:;td"* 
to my "*tly 

*t uf. intl**ent tray' throwing

instruments back helter, skelter and alr i'*rra o" *a, *ipe ne bloody things, reclamp and place

them in proper orO"i. 
'f 

*uldn't wipe the tears that were burning my eyis- because my hands

were sterile. I felt so humiliatedr rrry-rort 
r*ujo, scrub_'i - I *Iu n*Jt forget it' Gradually

I tearned the system *J Ur"urne quite;;;;t#tlut I didn't really enjoy being "Instrument

Nufse".

Many years later, I took a short refresher course and with the help of an R'N' who had

post grad training in o.R., I became ;;il;-rr" ., ^ 
i aa rural hbspital and enjoyed it

immensely. (firank you Shirley r.l. eitf,ut time major tutgtty was allowed in rural hospitals'

working in the operating Room with ether fumes all day sometimes made us very

thirsty. The o.R. was located on ,oono floor which *"t st' X's (Ihe Holy Terror) domain'

Ir was also the floor that had the ,.rriirrit"!,rrut.r,"1a the pitcher of water that the o'R' nurses

drank. What happened to me auring'iiy-first trip r1r 
1^o'rint 

of water' to this day' is almost

unbelievable. I no sooner raised trre gia.s of cold wat"t 
1o 

*y lips yh:lSr' X walked in' She

pounced on me rite-an eagr, o, lliitrt rttrO mouse' .Miss Chuback"' she asked (her eyes

LUri"g) "What are You doing here?"

I answered, "I am thirsty, Sister' I came for a drink of water''

,,you are Nor thirsty, Miss chuback, you are_L.A zY - yonjust want to get away from

your duties in the iin. Gur.t *il;.;;;ffi;;g -f don't want to s€e you in this kitchenette

again, - and with that she quickly turned'trer Uact *A *uffttO away her white veil trailing after

her.

Withoutaword,Iputdowntheglassandw-ithshoulderssaggingandeyesbrimmingwith
tears I blindty made my way back. ff *; [*" I reached trre operatlng tT* I was crying so

biuerty that rhe ,;;; *o akto* wiJ g;.:J f-"yra 
*" u"""*e alarmed' "Are you sick?" -

,What is wrong?n - .Did you, u.otr,.i E"it,rtAr' (remember this was war time) "Tellus what

happened".

Because my sobs were almost choking *91 I could not answer any of them' Then Miss

Noonan put her 
"rinr-rround 

me and held mJuntil t *"' 
"Ut" 

to calm down' Finally' I told her

whathappened.Immediatelyrfr"f"n-tohaveatatk*i'ftSt'X'Whenshereturned'she
brought with her a tray with glasse, -a " r*ie pitcher of ice cubes and water. she said to me,

,,Aslongasyouareinmydepartmentandunde'mysuperTisionSr'Xwillnotintimidateyou-

I promise".

Severaldayslaterwewerescheduledforacesareansection.Thepatientwasfrom
second floor (Sr. X,s domain). She tir"r"fot" came into ttt"O'R' to stand by' My only function

for this major surgery was to scruu ano receive tte nJorn in a sterile bianket, place it in an

incubator and observe it until ,rrgr;J"'-*'pf"tta' I felt Sr' X's critical gaze following my
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every move. After it was all over and I was going off duty Sr. X stop@ me in the hallway.
'Miss Chuback', she said, "if my patient dies it will be your fault.,

I stared at her in stunned dismay. I was totally horrified. I felt my knees go weak as
she continued her tirade.

"I watched you", she said, "you contaminated the surgeon who because of you
contaminated the patient" - and off she went her rosary beads rattling in my unbelieving ears.
My legs felt like rubber as I walked back to the O.R. and again relayed this scenario to my
supervisor. Miss Noonan's lovely blue eyes turned cold as steel.

"Miss Chubackn, she said, "I am your supervisor, I am responsible for what goes on in
my O.R. I watched you and believe me - you did nothing wrong - you did not contaminate
anyone. "

I left the O.R. feeling as if a huge weight had been lifted from my shoulders and I knew
that within a few minutes there would be another confrontation between my supervisor and Sr.
X. There was no doubt in *y mind that this beautiful holy woman, a sister of charity, was my
nemesis. I was happy when my O.R. training was completed and I was scheduled for the
Emergency Department - away from second floor and Sr. X.

i. Today I have two vivid memories of my student days in *Emergency'. The first was an
event that brought a sigh to my heart. It was that of a farmer admitted to emergency one
beautiful sunny day during the harvest season. He was totally covered with black dirt and his
trousers were shredded so that they hardly covered his mangled, bleeding body. He was
obviously in shock. We cleaned him up as best we could in the short time we had before he was
rushed to the Operating Room for immediate surgery. In spite of skilful surgeons and blood
transfusions, he did not survive. This is what caused his accident:

He was hanesting with binder and horses as w:ts the norm in those days (few farmer
owned tractors). Something spooked his horses and he found himself on a bumpy binder with
a frightened run away team. He lost control of the reins, fell off and was dragged underneath
the binder until the horses came to an abrupt halt at a fence where a neighbour found him and
brought him in. Although I was filled with compassion for this unfortunate man, I was
becoming more acquainted at seeing the suffering and the dying and was in better control of my
emotions. Nevertheless, situations such as this tugged at my heart. I would think thus: a hard
working farmer, probably with a wife and children to feed,will come home no more. How
unfair! Death is a cheat and a thief.

My next vivid memory of my student days in Emergency is that of an ordinary suture
case. The doctor was O.K. Hjertaas. He was one of a group of three new young doctors who
at that time established a practice in Prince Albert. I was moved and more than mildly surprised
when after finishing the suturing he smiled and said, "Thank you nurse". In those days doctor-
nurse relationships were seldom that courteous and that is why to this day I remember those
appreciative but seldom spoken words, "Thank you Nurse'.
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In the pediatric Department (children's ward) I have very sad memories of an outbreak

of dysentery when babies *d young children were being admitted daily. If we got them on time

we could save them wi& intravenous infusions and medicine but alot of the patients wgre

brought in too late and died hours, sometimes minutes following admission. 
- 
I remember a baby

diedln my arrns as I carried it in. I cannot think of anything more heart breaking than a life

taken before it had hardlY begun.

One day pretty Sr. Agnes Patricia (the Pediatric supervisor)_-.we.c{1ed her Sr. Pat for

short - said to me, "6id youl*o* that if you whisper a wish in a dying baby's ear, your wish

will come true?n No, I didn't know this. Every young girl has a secret wish of some kind but

I could never bring myself to whisper into a dying baby's tq, ryth".p.: 
because deep down I

didn't really Uetieve it. So my memories of my studenr days in the childrerfs ward are not of

convalescing children - they 
"r" 

tt 
"t 

of little children's and baby's faces as innocent in death as

in life with their half closed eyelids and always "The Last Tear Drops''

My favourite department was the Delivery Room (Obstetrics) and the maternity wards

where most patients radiated happiness and joy. I never ceased to marvel at the miracle of birth.

In the 1940's post par$m patients remained in bed for 7 days as did surgical patients -

7 to 10 days depenoini on wnat Rrye of surgery was done - so it is no wonder that some patients

developed* ,*bolus-(a blood itbt r".f.A Uy ttre blood current and obstructing circulation at

tfre point of lodgemeng. foAay, all post partum and surgical patients ale up on their feet on the

first day if even for a few minules.

One sad incident (in the maternity ward) that remains in my memory is that of a young

mother who delivered a stillborn baby during the night. Towards morning she asked to see her

dead baby. I bundled the little body in a nuffy white blanket and I will never forget the

mother's eyes as she memorizel hs baby's face.

From Obstetrics I was sent to the Nursery. The newborns were either all sleeping or all

crying as if in chorus - especially before feedings. The majoriff yerg breastfed and I will never

rorg"i the day I brought itr" *.ong baby to a mother who after feeding the infant realized that

it ias not hei baby aid immediately went into hysterics. By now I was aware of my error and

hastened to her room with her baby in my a.ms. Apologizing profusely I soothed her as best

I could until she finally calmed down. To be sure, it never happened again'

After four weels in the nursery I went to the Dietary Department. Miss Bohar (the

dietitian) was a very pretty, petite girl with a ready smile and soft blue eyes. She didn't seem

to be much older than her students. Miss Bohar taught us practical dietary as well as theory.

We worked in the diet kitchen prepared meals, set up trays with diets from_ regular to sfryif'
The diabetic diet was especiatly time consuming foi each morsel of food had to be carefully

weighed. We took tu-r .*t ing and baking and preparing desserts. Miss Bohar had loads of

good recipes.
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One day she brought in a chef to teach us how to eviscerate a turkey. We were each
given a turkey and told to 'go ahead". I didn't know whether I should laugh or cry when the
chef demonstrated how to properly carve a roasted turkey. He chose the turkey I eviscerated
and prepared for the oven. He found the "crop" in the bird's gullet still intact. My classmates
didn't let me forget about that one for a long time.
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I AFFILIATE AT FORT QU',APPELLE SANATORruM (June 1945)

On fune 30, 1945 ( remember the date because it snowed - large fluffy flakes that

vanished as if by magic the moment they hit the ground). I left Holy Family Hospital Nurry1l

Residence and took a train to For San (a sanatori--um for T.B. patients) located in the beautiful

qJApp"Ue Valley in Southern Saskatchewan. A new programme had been established whereby

one or two students from each hospital (depending on size of hospital) were- to affiliate at this

sanatorium for a period of two months - ttrereby ielieve the acut''e nursing shortage in the San

and at the same time receive training in nursing patients with the then common, dreaded and

t igmi contagious disease called "Tuberculosis'.- (r was chosen as the first affiliate to represent

oiir ntrpitaff rnis specific bacillus could invade any part of the body - lungs, bones, kidneys

and glands. It was often fatal. It also appeared in all age groups.

Meeting nurses from all the hospital training schools in Saskatchewan was most exciting'

My interest was particularly drawn to the different types of uniforms and nursing caps' To my

surprise some students woie black shoes and stockings as part of their uniforms. It was quite

a contrast to those of us who wore white.

The sanatorium, with its variety of infirmaries looked like a little village nestled in a

beautiful green valley lush with flowering apple trees and shrubs and acres of sprawling glr]l
lawns. The nurses, residence was a taU, 

-spacious, 
comfortable, well furnished building, which

until now was home !o a number of miOOte aged nurses and their director. It was also equipped

with a kitchenette *t i.f,, before bed time, b-ecame the hub of activity as all us young students

gathered for a snack, . ,rp of coffee or an occasional cigarette. The two bed bedrooms were

Iozy ana the beds were large and mattresses soft. Aftei sleeping in a 11iurow cot for almost

it ro y."r, I felt like t traO Iiea and gone to heaven. Each bedroom had access to a patio with

a southern exposure so we were all 
"b1" 

to sun bathe ad lib. I shared a room with Miss Pilllze;L'

a student from St. Elizabeth Hospital in Humboldt. She was a Yery friendly girl and I missed

her when she became ill and had to be hospitalized for two weeks.

To every students's delight, there was also a confectionary store on the sanatorium

grounds where we frequently went for cokes and bars'

We soon discovered that after work, we had alot more freedom as compared to our

training schools. Although it was against regulations and strictly forbidden, some student

nurses, as they got to fnoi their maleiatients iette.r, dated ttrem in secrecy and a few even fell

in love. (Oh, the folly of youttr!) onllrn.*ary in particular was filled with you|g R'A'-F.''

men who came from England to banada to get ttreir iraining in air combat and unfortunately a

good number of them *irt 
".t 

d f.g. Howiver, most of thlm were on the mend by this time

and were allowed outdoor privileges. With so many young nurses about, dating was inevitable'

" young English air force men trained in Canada through the Commonwealth Air Training

plan. There were New Zealanders and 'Aussies" but it was the English who were the most

vulnerable to the dreaded pulmonary tubercle bacillus'
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Group photo of First Affiliation Class at Fort San (19a5)
(I am in the back row, first from the left)
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The beauty of the valley, the fragrant, balmy summer evenings and the starry moonlit nights
provided the background for romantic escapades to any who were so inclined.

East of the sanatorium was especially scenic with its view of Echo kke which stretched
as far as the eye could see and was surrounded by trees and dotted with colourful cottages. We
often went canoeing on this beautiful lake. I remember evenings that were so perfectly quiet,
the stillness was broken only by "splish-splash" of the paddles and the infrequent lonely cry of
the loon. After a long day of work, this was the ultimate in rela;ration.

On one such evening, ils our canoe sat idly far out on the calm lake, we were told how
Echo Lake and Qu'Appelle Valley got their names. Our guide narrated the following Indian
legend:

Many summers ago, a young man came up the lake alone in his
birch-bark can@. He was on the way to the village of his
sweetheart, to claim her as his bride. In the darkness of the
twilight and of the wooded slopes, he heard a voice speak his
name. A strange fear came over his spirit.

"'Who calls?" the young man asked. No one answered. He heard
only the ripple of the water, the wind in the trees and the echo of
his voice asking, "'Who calls?"

In a few second he heard the voice speak his name again, clearly
and nearby. It seemed to him to be the voice of his sweetheart,
though it sounded more like the voice of a spirit than of a mortal.
"Who calls?" he asked again. Again there was no answer except
the ripple, the breeze and the echo of his questions (thus the name
"ECHO LAKE' and "QU'APPELLE" which is French for "WHO
CALLS".

Lonely and fearful, he continued his journey all night. At sun rise
he drew his canoe up on the bank and went toward the lodges of
his friends. As we neared the camp he saw a number of people
around the home of his sweetheart. They were singing the songs
of death. Without being told, he knew that his loved one had gone
to the I^and of Souls.

"When did she die?" the young man asked. nlast evening", was
the reply. "Twice last evening she called your nirme and then her
spirit departed from this world."

The young man remembered the voice in the woods. Silently he
returned to the lake, launched his canoe, and was never seen
again. Ever since, people on the lake have heard a voice ask,
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,,'who calls?" and heard the echo reverberating amongst the woods

and valleYs.

What a beautiful sad legend. Out there, far out on Echo I:ke, it almost spooked T" Td
I urged our guide to paddle back to shore - personany, I couldn't get there fast enough - (so

spooked was I).

Back to the T.B. infirmaries - students were rotated in such a way so that each of us

obtained the same amount of time and experience in each infirmary'

I particularly remember working in the children s ward and the day I assisted with the

application of a body cast on a 12 year-old boy who had outgrown his o1d.91e' I marvelled at

the boys fortitude and calm endurance throughout the entire procedure' . 
All.the children took

their treatments and condition with calm accJpAnce. They appeared resigned to whatever fate

had in store for them. Not so the young *o*tn - tt"y fietted, they werg depressed, they

wanted a normal life, they wanted out and ivho could blame them? we treated these young with

extra T.L.C. and emPathY.

The children, on the other hand continued with their schooling. A qualifred teacher came

in from Monday to iriaay. They had a regular classroom set up with huge blackboards, chalk,

brushes, books and all the paraphernalia of a school room.

A patient's stay in the sanatorium was not marked by days, weeks or even months' It

was generally ..rtJiy years. My heart went out to all these patients and especialll to tlloose

who were too young to be so confined. This was before the discovery of the drugs

STREPTOMYCIN and p.A.S. which cured the tubercular patients one might say almost

miraculously and gradually the disease was completely wiped oui. Sanatoriums closed down and

the buildings were put to other uses. Howevir, ai trre tit " 
of this writing there have been

isolated r@ulrences of Tuberculosis, for examples on August 1'4, 1994 the following headline

appeared in one of the newsPaPers:

Doctors diagnosed with Tuberculosis - Officials are searching the

country for[eopte who have been in contact with trpo doctors who

have been diagnosed with a highly infectious form of T.B.

As a matter of fact, since the 1980's there has been a dramatic increase in the incidents of T'B'

cases especially in the northern native communities'

prior to Streptomycin and P.A.S. doctors treated T.B. patients with high caloric diets, rest and

copious amounts of fresh air and sunshine. That is why all T.B. sanatoriums were built with

huge solariums.

It seems to me the lungs were the most vulnerable to the tubercle bacillus. In a situation

where only one lung was inv6lved doctors used "Pneumothorax" whereby a measured amount



of air or nitrogen gas was introduced into the pleural cavity for the purpose of creating sufficient

pressure to collapse the infected lung thereby giving it complete rest and a chance to heal.

I remember "pneumothorax" days when patients would line up for this procedure not

unlike a fine up in front of a movie theatre. They did not have to wait long as the procedure

was short. This treatment was repeated three or four times a week and continued over a long

period of time - ordinarily several years. Patients usually continued with their normal activities

following pneumothorax.

In some cases the phrenic nerve to one side of the diaphragm was cut (phrenictomy)

instead of a pneumothorax. This allowed the diaphragm to rise on that side and act as a sort of
splint for the diseased lung. All the students had a chance to observe this operation in Fort

San's operating room.

Thoracoplasty (the resection of parts of the ribs) was the most radical of surgical

measures in the fteatment of pulmonary T.B. Patients requiring this type of surgery were

transferred to the Saskatoon Sanatorium because the O.R. in Fort San was not equipped for this

type of surgery. The resertion of the ribs caused the chest wall to fall and thus collapse

permanently a portion of the lung. However this operation was not resorted to until the more

conservative methods proved of little value.

We used "separate technique" when nursing "open cases" of T.B. - (those with positive

sputum). We wore masks and gowns and constantly washed our hands so that by the time I
returned to my own training school, washing my hands had become an obsession.

Classes were held in one very large classroom. Doctors would bring stacks and stac*s

of X-rays and taught us how to read them. Files of the more severe cases were brought in and

discussed at great length. In cases of millenary T.B. (galloping consumption) the lungs appeared

completely peppered - the patients prognosis then was very poor (fatal).

While in Fort San I met my pen pal Helen for the very fust time. Like alot of kids in
my day, my brother Steven joined a pen pal club in the Family Herald and Weekly Star. He

received so much fan mail that he couldn't possibly answer all of them so I took over one of his

pen pals "Helen". We corresponded for many years. She was now working in Regina so we

arranged to spend a few exciting days together getting acquainted. Helen was a very pretty girl
with alot of charisma. She attracted people like no one I had known before. As we grew older,

we lost track of each other but I often think of Helen and her whereabouts.

After two months at the Sanatorium, the first affiliation class returned to their respective

training schools bringing with them a sealed report of their accomplishments. The second

affiliation class was already on its way to Fort San and so this programme continued until the

end of 1963 when it was discontinued due to the decreasing incidence of the disease and closure

of sanatoriums.
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In a way I was glad to be back in my own training school and back with my classmates'

I continued to work mostly in departments untit my departmentar training was completed'

It was now autumn and working indoors I missed the glorious colours of the trees that

fined the streets anJ parts and highwa]s. I saw rittre of the ct arg" of the season until it was

obvious that the ground *u, 
"orered 

*itf, 
" 

gt."*ingblanket of snow' Soon I was to spend my

third Christmas at the residence and rtty tin aftertnristmas and the New Year we would be

receiving our ,,black bands". We could hardly wait for this epitome of success' It was not

unlike istudent pilot receiving his "wings"'
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I RECEIVE MY BLACK BAND (January 12, 1946)

On January 12, 1946, our three year nursing programme was officially completed
although we had to wait until May 19th for the actual graduation exercises. On a sunny clear
day in February we received our black bands which we immediately attached to our nursing
caps. The band identified us as graduate nurses. The foursome (Miss Olson, Miss Jacobson,
Miss Dewey and I) moved out of the nurses residence into a spacious self contained upstairs
suite at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Ball.

Every morning we got up earlier than usual because now we had to walk to work. We
walked across the old railway bridge (the Diefenbaker Bridge was non existent) took a short cut
by the Sacred Heart Cathedral and on to Holy Family Hospital. In the summer the early
morning walk was exhilarating and pleasurable. Not so during the winter especially when the
mercury dipped down to -4OC. It was then that as I walked over the bridge I hated to look
down the frozen North Saskatchewan River which seemed to chill me even more. I felt that
Prince Albert was one of the coldest spots in the province.

As graduate nurses we received a salary of $100 per month. We felt rich and
independent.

away.
Life was fulI of anticipation as we looked forward to May 19th - less than five months

In time, winter vacated the city and spring took up tenancy. The ice on the North
Saskatchewan river was beginning to thaw and shift (we watched its progress every day on our
way to work). Eventually great big sheets of ice, like rafts, floated away so swiftly it made me
dizzy just to watch this phenomenon.

Gradually the grass in the residential park (where we spent so many of our student days
studying) was turning green. The buds on the shrubs surrounding the park were coming alive -
spring was in the air - nature was waking up from a long sleep. I was so happy! It felt good

to be alive and to witness the rebirth of my favourite season.
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I BECoME A REGISTERED NURSE (May 15, 1946)

Withgraduationnottoofaroff,wecontinuedtoworkatthehospitalandatthesame
time studied for our upcoming "Registration" "*"'' 

which were to take place in April' Every

evening after work, wi stuori -aiorrnJ, sometimes far out into the night- As it turned out

we all passed. sister trene called each one of us into her office and congratulated us. our R'N'

certificates arrived May 15 - just four-day, prior to graduation. For me, it was a dream come

true - the climax of everything I hJ;*r oreamJd of as far as my professional life was

concerned. I was now Miss Alice crruuact, n.N. I was so happy! what more can I say?

Incidentally, Registration fees in 1946 cost us $5'00' Today' the^lee is $235'00 of

course today's general duty R.N. *, .o'ewhere in the vicinity of $80-$90 per day as

compared to $100 per month in the 1940's'

Finally I could put my boots away a1d practige what I learned' After three years of

classrooms, studying and exams it was a ilu"r to,uy ttre least. The forlowing is a list of boo*s

I put into storage:

1. The Principle and Practice of Nursing by Harmon and

Anderson - 4th edition.

2.Pharmacology,BacteriaMedicaandTherapeuticsby
Solomon - 5th edition.

3. Nutrition In ffJtfr and Disease by Cooper, Barber and

Mitchell - 8th edition.

4. iurgicA Nursing by Eliason andFerguson --5-th *id*'
5. ft'y?ofogy anO-'tnatomy by Gre-rsheimer - 4th edition

6. Essentials or rvrJicine'br Anderson and Taylor - 14th

edition
T.Handbookofobstetricsbyl.abriskieandEastman-7th

edition.
S.EssentialsofPediatricsbyJearrsandRand-3rdedition.

A11 published bY LiPPincott'

In addition all my notebooks of the various doctors lectures were put away, as well as

notebooks on Religious Ethics, rr,reoiJgttrics, Generar Ethics and conversational French which

were all taught by Rev. Fr. Chartiez'

Graduation was just around the corner. Two weeks or so before Graduation day' as I

closed my eyes to go to sleep one night, I saw a vision of a newly dug grave with a shovel

resting upright in the soft, moist, black dirt. Dream or vision, it startled me and I quickly sat

up in bed and trd;" il myseli of-an iominous" feeling' e {l* 18th' I received a phone

call informing me of the death or *fu.tr,"i-ir-r.* ,*nl who although-only 34 years old lost

his rong battle *ith rub"r"ulosis. Tirtn"*, was a terrible shock to me. I was very fond of this

kind and gentle person - the husb-a or my sister Jenny and father of my trvo little nieces,

Loretta age 7 and JudY age 2'
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GRADUATION DAI{CE (MaY 18, 1946)

The week before graduation was filled with various social activities one of which was a

luncheon at the home of Dr. and Mrs. CoOV. For me,there was always the problem - what to

wear. I settled on a simple black Aro, *iti, matching high-heeled shoes'- In the 1940's black

was very much in vogue. I remember little of the luncheon except that Mrs' cody was very

preffy, a charming hostess and also well into her first pregnancy.

The Holy Family Hospial Alumnae of registered n-urses sponryred our graduation dance

which was held on the eve of graduation a"v- i["v did all ttre pianning and.decorating for this

our most exciting evening. Again tf," qu"ttion - 
-wh1 

to wear' For me this was soon solved

by Kathleen eyott" *ti *aI dso in--my graf,lion. class and who came from Seattle'

Washington. She was my size (petitel;d i,*ita about half dozen formal gowns' She said to

me, ,,pick your choicen. with eyes urle a1 saucers_and heart filled with gratitr,rde, I chose a

very simple gown that emphasir"a t"y t*all waist. It fit me superbly but did nothing for my

flat chest - however I soon remedied that with a couple of nfalsies"' My young sister Mary

styled my long hair in a loose p"g"uoy 
"ttd 

I brushed it till it shone' I liked the way it hung

down my shoulders. I applied ,y ."[t up with the utmost of care (not too much and not too

little). Then as I viewed myself in tfre?uU tengttr mirror, I was satisfied with the overall results'

Nothing filled me with moie confidence trr*"tno*ing that I looked attractive. I did not know

then that this very night I was to meet a man that every girl dreams of - l man of intelligence'

good looks, position-and wealth. B*.it O and happy'15Uie, Iouise -d -D 
left our suite and

slowly made our way down the stairs to meet our escorts who were no doubt nervously waiting

for us in Mrs. Ball's cory sitting room. Our dates were pre-alrang*ly the R'N.'s on the

entertainment committee. To escort us to the dance, lhey granged for three younB min'

members of the fo.a fnUhts of CoturnUus and in just a fewminutes we would meet them face

to face. As I descended the sair*ay, i t"*t.Utt teeping my fingers tto:1ed (all ten of them)

for good luck since this was my fust blind date ever and I wanted everything to be perfect'

We were introduced to David, Jason and Blair (a11 fictitious names). David was to be

my escort, Iason was Ollie,s and Blair was Louise's escort. At first glance they appeared to be

tfgee nice'regular guys. They presented us with corsages and off we went'

As we entered the dance hall we were greeted by soft music and couples were already

on the noor oancinj anJ swaying to the rhythrn of a slow wartz. It was almost like "ball-room"

dancing. Tall Davld took mi in fri, ".,,, -a with sureness of step we joiled the others on the

dance floor. David was so tall ttrat I had to crane my neck to took up into his face as we spoke

- nevertheless he was an excellent dancer'

When the music stopped and waltz #1 ended, Jason (ollie's esgort) took tall David (my

escort) aside and for a few moments I noticed they were engaged in pnyaqconversation' After

that I found myself with Jason for the duration or trt" "r"iing' 
I realized then that Jason had

asked David to change partners and I felt like we were acting Jut the drama of a love song I had

heard somewhere 
" 

iong time ago called "Changing Partners".
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fason was of medium height, handsome and I felt very comfortable with him. I also
enjoyed dancing with him - he reated me like I was "sp@ial". We floated along with the music
and as he held me ever so tenderly my only worry was that if he held me too close my "falsiesn
would pop out. As the evening progressed, so did Jason's interest in me. He was toally
"smitten".

After the dance we all went out for coffee. Sitting across from Jason in the coffee shop
we indulged in weightless conversation. We became better acquainted. He told me that he had
been a Lieutenant in the air force during the war (which had recently ended-1945) and was now
home to join his father's thriving business. I was quite impressed. We talked, joked and
laughed until thoughts of tomorrow "Graduation Day' flashed through my mind. I looked at my
watch, it was getting late and the boys reluctantly drove us home.

I felt good about fason. That night I slept well - dreaming of tomorrow "Graduation
Day" and thoughts of the ex-air force Lieutenant all but evaporated from my mind.
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GRADUATION DAY (MaY 19' 1946)

onthemorningofgraduationday,Iwasawaken{uvtheshrillringofthetelephone'Itwas
Jason. ,,David and I are having a few rrirna, orrr this afternoon", he said, "I'll pick you up"' By

now I was fury awake and pleased to trui.o* Jason tme e*-rieutenant). I looked at the clock -

I had so many things to do. nehctantrll o..ri""o Jason's invitation. we talked about the night

before and made a date for that eveni,ig-(ater g-raduatior exercises *:1t--",1:t)' I replaced the

phone, walked or", io*, window *a op'.,iJ;i jt*^ a beautitul sunny spring day still fresh with

the coolness of the night. I fert good.' Th. birds were cnirping in th; big oak tree beneath my

window and a new and exciting day was on its way'

our graduation bouquets arrived (red roses) my favourite' They breathed out their perfume

filling the room with fragrance. ft was my Uouql"t oi to"* I had in mind when I wrote the poem

"To a Rose" in -y Uoot-of poems entitled "Variety in Verse"'

Shortly after the flowers arrived we donned our uniforms for pict,re tafing in the residential

parknearthehospital.Afterthephotographerleft,we"to*tOnome'changedclothesandattended
a come and go *" *ir, our familie, *iifr *.s sponsored by ttre sisters of charity and held at the

Nurse's Residence.

ollie was more than pleasantly surprised whel a second bouquet of roses arrived for her'

She read the card' It said, 'Cong"toiut'ions" - John G' Diefenbaker M'P" Apparently Mr'

Diefenbaker was a recent patient or n.rr. we did not tnow then that o,ie received this lovely

;il;irom the tuture 13th prime Minister of Canada'

At8:30p.m.thateveningweenteredtheelegantStrandTheatretottretuneofaProcessional
March played on the piano by oT o*n-r"ri* Uoro:*ry SpJg;t, :tt:t_:*s:,^ 

*t* our gleaming

white uniforms and arms filled with ,.J 'o"t, 
*t **t fia'ehaOe a pretty pictr'rre indeed'

standingonthevelvetdrapedstage.lrif-Jacobson'inhisremarkablebaritonevoice'sang
,,Love Sends aLittle Giftof Roses,,, 

"rra-,rr. 
student ctee btuu entertained with "Happy Days are

Gliding, and 'A Perfect Day". whenever I hear ttrese so"gs (and I rarely do) they take me back

in time.

we settled into our chairs which were draped with our capes (the pale blue showing) and

listened to Miss Ayotte give the Valedictory speech'

Aslsatthereonthatstageinfrontofanaudienceofparents,relativesandfriends,Ifelta
sense of privilege in being here and T;;,;ntt"a *itf' gotfuAt' especially towards my mom for

were it not for her I would not be ,#iig tr.r. Gratitude iowards tire Sisters of charity and the

teachers who taught and guided me foithree long y'*' 
'nJ 

moufOed me into the nurse I had

become. A feeling of silent humility nooaeo or.. ,i"* r trarr listened to the valedictorians closing

remarks. (I knew iow ttrat the long trours of work, study' tt't t"'' the fears - TI{EY WERE ALL

woRTH IT!). I had carried a drJam in my heart and the dream became true'
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(L-R) Back Row

(L-R) Middle Row
(L-R) Front row

Graduating Class 1946

Miss Steadward, Miss Sanne, Miss Dunne, Miss Armstrong, Miss

Kelly, Miss Ferguson
Miss Arthur, Miss Dewey, Miss Jacobson, Miss Olson

me, Miss Antonio, Miss Ayotte
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Dewey, O. 01son,
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My Graduation photo - May 19,

Our gold graduation pin



There were more speeches as we received our diplomas and gold pins. Then came the
"q)ecial" presentations for general proficiency, bedside nursing, professiond ethics etc. The
gold medal for highest standing in theory went to me. It did not surprise me - I worked hard
for my marks.

And so the long awaited graduation day had come and gone. We marched off the stage
and out of the theatre to a recessional hymn and were immediately surrounded and congratulated
by family and friends.

A friend I knew way back (from my home town) took me home. In the excitement, the
hurry - scurry and the stimulating activities of the entire d"y, I completely forgot about my date
with Jason who was out there in the audience and was now waiting for me outside the theatre.
He saw ,ne valk away with someone else. It appeared to him like I had deliberately broken our
date.

Early next morning the phone rang. It was Jason. "Who was the flame that walked you
home?" he wanted to know. I explained and apologizrt and we talked for a long time. Before
he hung up he asked me for another date and I accepted. Much as I looked forward to our next
date, it was a total failure. It was also our last date. Jason drove me home and we both knew
that we would not see each other again. I pretended that I did not care, but that night sleep did
not come easily. (Cinderella met her prince but the shoe did not fit).

The beautiful Shand Theatre which was located on 9th Street and Cental Avenue has
long since gone - remodelled into a number of offices and businesses. Many years later I
walked into a splendid theaffe in Toronto with my sister and brother-in-law to see "The Sound
of Music" starring fuhe Andrews and Christopher Plummer. To me that theatre was reminiscent
of the Strand Theatre in Prince Albert, where every year in May a new group of nurses held
their graduation ceremonies.

I continued to work at Holy Family Hospital doing general duty nursing. Sometime later,
I registered for private duty which meant I nursed one patient only, however, the patient was
almost always critically ill. At this time two private cases stand out in my memory.

The first was that of a 50 year old male admitted with a heart attack. He was a
handsome blonde man built like an athlete. He got over the attack and was convalescing
satisfactorily. Every day his attractive wife would come and visit him. He continued to do well
but had not yet been out of bed. In those days a heart attack patient was kept on strict bed rest
for weeks, even months. One day as my shift ended and Miss McDermid had just come in to
start her shift, our patient was suddenly seized by a second heart attack. In spite of tremendous
efforts to save his life, the patient died. Today with all the advanced medical knowledge,
medical technology and sophisticated equipment, this man in all probability would have survived.
His wife, who was on her way to visit him could not be reached by phone and was unaware of
her husbands sudden death until the attending physician met her outside the ward. On entering
her husband's room she totally "lost it". She took hold of her husband's shoulders and tried to
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shake him back to life. Failing this, she threw herself at us, pounding us with both her fists

until her anger gave way to wrenching sobs. our hearts *"r" itlt.d with compassion as vainly

we tried to subdue and comfort her'

She always dressed so beautifully to please her husband' Today she was wearing a smart

black dress and a matching broad UrimnieO hat. Her make up which was always impeccable was

now smudged. Her eyes were filled *i,r, 
"gonv, {r 

r tooteo ., hr:^gY:, pale face I was

thinking thus: From today on her life will nJrti be the same, Every morning she will wake up

with the painful knowledge that her husband, her lover, her bist friend is gone forever'

Eventually she will learn to cope with t 
"t 

i"tt, but the hole in her heart will never be filled'

Death is a CHEAT and a TIIIEF'

The other private nursing case I recall so vividly was that of a young man age 20' He

was admitted with lobar pneumonia oiUotf, f"ngs (double pneumonil)'. F" was an only child

and his anxious parents sat in his room hour Jter hour watching his la!9ured breathing and

waiting for his fever to break. Three prirut" nurses (including me) nyse$-him around the clock'

His condition turned critical and he di;I pull tr,rbugh. the-"crisis". His death shattered his

parents lives beyoil ;y ;d;"nrion. I'could onl! imagine wh{1t yo.llo o" like to be in

their shoes and my heart went out to them. I thought thus: A young TT *ith an entire future

atread of him and everything to tire for is cut dJwn fike a t"nA"t UtuOe of grass' I could

almost see the "Grim Reaper's" ,aytt". Then I remembered something I had read somewhere'

rt went like this: when your parent ails v", ro* part of your p-ast, when your child dies you

ior" p.rt of your future. 
" Thd couple had just lost part of their future'

I continued doing private duty nursing 1t Holy Family Ho-spital.until some of my

classmates who were nursing in rural L*, urf.O me to- join them.- '111it is where you really

acquire experience anO respJnsibilityl';t ;;: ryng. 
blfore graduation, I had made plans to

join the nursing .t fi of St. Ivtary's 
-H";piirl 

i1 Rlh9ster, U'S'A' but first I had to save some

,on"y.whereelsebutinaruralsettingcouldthisbepossible.
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I SAY GOODBYE TO MY ALMA MATER

The decision to leave the security of my nursing school was not an easy one and I
pondered over it for some time. On the last day of work, as I closed the huge doors for the last
time, I stood for a long time before the large brick building which had become as familiar to me
as any place I had known. I knew I would miss it and the women in white working within its
walls and the lives that were thrust upon them. I thought of the knowledge I had gained here
and also of the keen depth of perception and compassion I had acquired. Standing there, the
fust day I was shown to my sleeping quarters flashed through my mind. I saw the dormitory
which I shared with countless other trainees - it was like an army barracks with beds squeezed
in, all along the perimeter. Living in such close proximity with one another a very close bond
developed amongst us. We became like a loving, caring and sharing community. For a moment
I felt amputated - cut off from everything that was part of my life for over three years. I turned
away, walked down the concrete steps and out into the street. Each time I stopped to look back
at the hospital complex it appeared smaller and further away until it was completely out of sight.
Silently, I bade farewell to my Alma Mater.

I turned west. The sun was already setting in hues of red and I knew that tomorrow
would be a nice day.
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HISTORY OF THE HOLY FAMILY SCHOOL OF NURSING (1910'1960)

The Hospital school of Nursing was established in 1910 at the time when the hospital was

initialy opened to receive patients. The first students were sisters of charity of the Immaculate

Conception, the community who "*";;;;r* 
At hgtp.d. Sr' M' Katherine in 1913 and Sr'

M. Rosina in 1914 were the first to gr"au.t". rtrey received their classes and experience in Surgical

and Obstetrical Nursing at the Holy CrorrEorpitalin Calgary' All other educational experience was

gained at the home hospital in Prince Albert'

|n |glz,a frame building was opened 91-fl,'. 
ho:plq propertylo TT:', lay nurses. At

first only a few applicants *.r, idritt d: il 1916, the first ht graduates consisting of two nurses'

graduated from the holy Family sctroot oi Nrrsirg.' over the ylars hospital facilities expanded ftom

the original 25 beds to its present 150 beds. wilh increased facilities, more demand was made on

nursing services and admissions also increasea. Although more students were admitted' the housing

facilities did not grow in proportion and neither did clissrooms and teaching equipment for many

years.

However, with the opening of the 1927 wingof the hospital, a large dining area provided

much improved eating facilities and in tgiS, th, n *t-*ing provided a large Chssroom in the hospital

basement.

The original frame residence became increasingly inadequate in spite oJlumerous additions'

Finaily after many fervent prayers a new mooern bri&-residence was opened in 1955 giving up to

date accommodation for a possible 80 students, with adequate classrooms' lounges' auditorium'

offices and library.

with increased enrolment, the faculty also increased from the original one. The availability

of adequately prepared faculty trad, howevei, presented a problem over the yqrs' As this problem

existed in many other schoors of nursingli,rr.'prorince, tire centralized reaching Program was set

up in 1g53 to provide teachers for the s"ociar ana niotogical subjects in the preliminary four months

of the course. Holy Family Hospital ,toJ.nt* spent the-first four months in Saskatoon with students

from other schools and the pooling of teactrers eased the shortage. Holy Family Hospital students

also received instructions in the Social Sciences from the Basilian Fathers at St. Thomas Moore

College.

Formanyyearstwoclasseswereadmittedtotheschooleachyear.Becauseofeducational
patterns it was oeciaeo in 1960 A.t on" group or admissions each year would be accepted and this

change was followed in 1963 Uy .*t naiig the preliminary program at Centralized Teaching from

four to seven months.

overtheyears,theteachershadbeenassistedbythesupervisorsandHeadNurseswith
supplemenury classes, demonstrationsand incidental ward teacning' The four major clinical areas

had teachers who provided . .on.urrrnr;;;; in.theclassroorn-and clinical area. The Medical

Staff, Dietitian, pharmacists and .rr.gv-fJ-uiso assisteo when called on, as had other members of

the hosPital Personnel.
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For many years Holy Family Hospital students received an affiliation in Tuberculosis
nursing at the Sanatorium. This was discontinued in 1963 due to the derreasing incidents of the

disease and the closing of some of the facilities in our provincial sanatoria.

Affiliation in Psychiatry was available to all students. For some time this was obtained

at Munro wing in Regina, but with the new facilities in Yorkton, students later receivd 12

weeks at the Yorkton Psychiatric Hospital.

Over 650 young ladies have earned Diplomas as Graduates of the Holy Family School

of Nursing and are to be found in many parts of the globe.

In 1943, Sister Symphorosa, with assistance from a small group of graduates of the
school organized and established the Alumnae Association as a Benevolent Society, operating
under duly authorized constitutions and by-laws.

To mark the 50th Anniversary of the School of Nursing in 1963, a reunion brought
nearly 300 alumnae from various areas in Canada and U.S.A.

Since the closing ofthe school, a reunion has been held every 5 years. The last reunion
was held on May 17 and 18, 1985 in connection with the celebration of the Holy Family
Hospital's 75th Anniversary.

In December 1963, the move was made from the old hospital facilities into a fully
modern, well equipped hospital providing 150 beds with necessary services.

The Sisters of Charity of Holy Family Hospital have come a long way from the first
venture in caring for the sick and working for the education of nurses. After 59 years of
existence, the Nursing School of Holy Family Hospital closed its doors in 1969.

The Sisters of Charity pray that all alumnae will continue to look back to their Alma
Mater."*

The nurses' residence which was opened in 1955, remains the property of Holy Family
Hospital. It provides accommodation for student nurses from Kelsey Institute when they come
for their rotation of clinical experiences at Holy Family Hospital. Suites are also available for
hospital personnel.

"'History of the Holy Family School of Nursing (1910-1960) (Taken from the book "1910
Celebrating Caring 1985") - compliments of Sr. Kechum, S.C.I.C. - Executive Director - Holy
Family Hospital
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The fulty modern, well equipped 150 bed hospital opened in 1963'.continues to senre the

sick but aras in rgg3, much to the air."v-"ithe^people of prince Albert and surrounding

communities, the role of Holy Family no-.pii"r t"" been aitered by thepresent provincial N'D'P'

government which was voted into power in 1991'
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Slster M. Austin (Venow)
1913 - 1918

Sister (M. Electa) King
1924 - 1927

: ster (M. Symphorosa) Tremblay
1927 - 1945

Sister M. lrene
1945 - 1953

Sisfer (Rosarie) Lundy
Assoclate Director

1957 - 1963

Sister (Jane Frances) Rooney
1960 - 1966

Slster (Anne Marie) McGloan
1966 - 1969
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Sister (M. Germaine) Kergoat
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lVursss' Residence 19lS- 1g1s
(with addition)

Nurses' Residence 1955. 1969
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LIFE AFTER NURSING SCHOOL

As I continue to write, I realize that today is August 19, 1994 - my 71st birthday. It is
also the 52nd anniversary of the raid on Dieppe which took place on August 19, L942 (the day
of my 19th birthday). Five thousand Canadians took part in this battle of which 900 were
slaughtered and 200 were listed as casualties. So you see, my teenage years and my early
twenties were marked by various historical events of world war II.

My first position after leaving Holy Family Hospital was at St. Michael's Hospital which
was located in the small town of Cudworth where my parents now lived in retirement. The 32
bed hospital was a 2-storey brick building owned by the Sisters of St. Elizabeth (a Franciscan
Order). It was extremely tidy and clean and the well cared grounds included a grotto and huge
gardens. The lawns were immaculate. A group of nuns worked in the kitchen, laundry and in
the lawns and gardens. They worked hard (like men) with the help of one male caretakei. They
were self sufficient.

Nursing nuns were in charge of all hospital departments. The medical staff consisted of
one doctor. However, on "surgery" days a doctor from MacHin was available and alot of major
surgery was performed. Today all major surgery is sent to large urban centers, and only very
minor surgery is allowed in rural hospitals by ttre present health system.

For a small area, we had an astonishing amount of "deliveries". The delivery room was
busy day and night (especially at night). Here is where I met Dr. Rita Gillen, a young woman
who set up a medical practise in Wakaw. Since there was no hospital in Wakaw at that time,
she delivered her ma0ernity patients in Cudworth. She was the first woman doctor I had the
privilege to work with.

She once told me about house calls she made to farm homes during the winter. She was

lriven in a sleigh and team of horses to homes some of which were so poo., she didn't have the

leart to charge them (this was before Medicare). So this compassionat *orao did not get paid
for many of her services.

. The hospital had no elevators and very often I had to help carry stretcher cases up the
stairs to second floor for X-oy, surgery etc. The night shift was covered by one R.N. and one
nursing aide which meant I had to make numerous trips up and down thi stairs to attend to
patients on both floors.

Towards the end of my first year at St. Michael's I developed a cardiac arrhythmia. The
local doctor put me on digitalis which seemed to exacerbate the arrhythmia. I was only 23 years
ol{. .l made an appointment to see a heart specialist in Saskatoon who replaced the digitaliiwith
quinidine and after several weeks my pulse was back to normal. I took 

" 
tong vacaflon and felt

fine.
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DR. J. H. SCHROPP
ta.o.. c.Il., L.ri.c.c.

PHYSICIAN ANO SURGEON

CUDWORTH. SASK.

August 261h, l9{l

TO ITSOU IT UAY COIEER$

thls rlLL cer"btfy that I have knorn lflss .LlLce Cbuback for the past four Jrearst
durtng rhlch tlue f have bad ocoaglon to observe her rhlle aarqylng out her
dutles as a trurs€o f bave ahays found Ulss Chuback relleble and efftclert ln
ey€ty thtng she did. Eer oondust shll6 Ln hospltal hae alrays beea beyond
repnoaeh; her devptlon to duty an exanple to others. I have, tberefore, ao
besl.tanoy to reconnend her to anyone seeklng her serv{ceg.

When I resigned from my first place of employment as general duty nurse, I received this

r@ommendation. I never had to use it in Saskatchewan.



I then applied to St. Mary's Hospital in Rochester and was accepted immediately. All
I had to do wai get a visa. I was all set to go - but then I had to tell my mom and dad. They

were aghast at my wanting to go so far away from home and vehemently argued against it.
Being an obedienf daugtrteil complied with my parents wishes. To this day I feel that I missed

out on a great opportunity.

I did not return to St. Michael's but I still remember the friendship of the nurses I met

there - Miss Marshall, Miss Dube, Miss Bevan, Miss Lindross and Mrs. Edwards. Except for
Miss Dube, I did not see these girls again.

My close friend Marguerite (I called her Margo) nursed in Vancouver. I received

frequent i"tt"rr from Margo expounding the virtues of British Columbia. Born and raised in
Saskatchewan with its inclemeni winters and brief summers, I could appreciate Margo's delight

with Vancouver's balmy climate. She always ended her letters with, "Why don't you come

here? - you would love it." So I did. I packed my bags and said goodbye to my mom_and dad

who were now living alone, their children having flown the nest and scattered throughout the

country - mostly to Toronto.

It was my first trip to beautiful British Columbia. It was September 1948. I travelled

by train and was fascinated by the changing scenery as the train rolled along. Shortly after we

pissed the Alberta border, it sarted to rain. I crawled into my lower berth and the patter of rain

lulled me to sleep. In the morning the rain had ceased and for the first time in my life I was

seeing real mountains - majestic - yet somehow very strange to a prairie girl. I was used to

open spaces as far as the eye could see. I caught a glimpse of a herd of mountain goats then

suddenly found myself in complete darkness. I was beginning to wonder if I'd see the light of
day again when the train emerged from the long tunnel. The remainder of the trip went by
swiftty - I met some young people and we played cards (a game I was never good at).

When we arrived in Vancouver Margo was waiting for me on the station platform -
smiling and happy. Seeing her, I felt I had made the right decision.

Margo had a small flat in downtown Vancouver. It was e,ozy. It was also damp. The

dampness was everywhere even in our beds not to mention my hair. Everyday was a bad hair
day ior me. Margo's hair had a natural tendency to curl and the dampness seemed to vitalize

ir.

On her day off she took me on a tour of the city. I especially remember Stanley Park

with its tall totem Poles (what unusual works of art!) and the aquarium with its exotic sea

creatures and aquatic plants. I could smell the sea as the breeze blew in from the Pacifi.c

Ocean,but it was the mountains that seemed to draw me like a magnet. They appeared so close

and yet they were so far away. When the sun shone (and it rarely did) they sparkled like a
myriad of prodigious diamonds.
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We visited China Town. This was one place I found a bit scarey. Walking the streets

of China Town, we noticed an incredible number of sea gulls wheeling and screaming over our

heads. They would swoop down so low their large wings would almost brush our faces. You

would think that with all tirose wings, China Town itself would start to fly away. It was almost

like a scene from one of Alfred Hitchcock's movies.

I went to work at Mount St. Joseph's Hospital which was about seven miles from our

flat. Routinely, I took the bus. Mount Si. Joseph;s was a missionary hospi.tal run by an order

of nuns (the name escapes me now). The hospital was huge and six storeys hieh. I worked the

night shiit on sixth flooi lsurgical). The patients were a mixture of orientals, blacks and whites.

BJsides nursing these patien-ts back to health, the aim of the Sisters was to convert the non-

Christians.

The area I worked in was always filled to capacity (40 patients). With one R.N. (me)

and one nursing assistant we were literally run off our feet (most nights). Here is an example

of a regular 8 hours on the graveyard shift at Mount St. Joseph's.

Shortly after coming on duty I am doing my rounds and discover a young oriental man

in post surgical shock - otiiousty irom internat Utb.Aing. I contact the Sister in charge - she

notifi"r thJsurgeon and the patient is whisked back to surgery. He doesn't return.

As I do my two hourly rounds with my faithful flashlight, I enter a single bed ward (the

patient - a black man with a Lad heart) and immediately I feel the presence of death. Before I
,." o, touch the patient I know that he is dead. (Every nurse has experienced this invisible

presence.) I summon the Sister in charge - she enters his room and laments - "Poor soul, he

was not converted".

I check a multi-bed ward. Patients are all asleep. I look at Mr. C. His upper dentures

are suspended midway between his upper and lower lip. .In the dim light, his facial features

remind me of the skull and cross bones on a bottle of iodine.

A pretty 20 year old white girl with an unusually large colostomy opening has just had

a large bowel movement. She presses the buzzer and I come in with a dressing tray. As I
cfranle her dressing I know that ;he is watching my face to see if I am repelled by the sight and

smell of her situati6n. Tenderly I clean her wound all the while making small talk. When I am

finished I look into her eyes - ihry -r so sad - she tries to smile but it is only an attempt. She

is so young - I feel she has given up. I look out the window - the moon is thin and white as a

Aaisy"petai and is rising or"i th" mbuntain" Such beauty outside! Such misery inside!

We answer numerous buzzers in the midst of doing patient's charts.
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At 5:30 a.m. we run around with bed pans and urinals collecting specimens then we
bring out the wash basins and tooth mugs for A.M. care. I look up at
Mr. C - the patient that during the night reminded me of a skull and crossbones. He is
diligently washing and irrigating his nostrils. I tell him this is not necessary - that nature has
a Y1y of keeping nostrils clean - his reply "they are holes, aren't they?" - t iign off the charts
and by this time the day staff is ready and waiting for my night report.

On days off, Margo and I would go window shopping. If we saw something we liked
we went in and bought it. A two-piece suit I bought in a strop in Vancouver in 1948 would be
right in style today (1994).

While walking on the streets of Vancouver inevitably we would get our picture taken by
a candid camera man. Then for a dime we could buy it. i still have o-ne. ThL expression on
my face is that of a small town girl awed with a very large city.

It didn't take long before I knew my way around our area, the theatres, favourite
restaurants and where to buy the best doughnuts. And so I continued to work at Mount St.
Joseph's happy in my new environment until the day I received a disturbing letter from my mom
and dad. In part, this is what it said:

lPlease come home. In the event of war, the coastal cities are the
prime targets. you are living in a danger zone.l

I couldn't believe Yhl I was reading. The war was over, finished - three years ago. Who
would want to bomb Canada anyway?? Nevertheless, each one of their letters bore the same
message. Their concern for my safety was genuine. World War I included - there wils some
justification for the p_aranoia felt by my parenis and most of the older folls. I realized they were
gettilq on in years, I started to worry about the stress I was inadvertently putting them through
so without much thought - as to my own wishes, I quit my job and returned to Saskatchewan.
I left behind green lawns,- blooming tulips and budding trees not to mention a very distraught
Margo. I came home to frost, ice and snow with not iven a hint of spring. It was the month
of March - it was cold - it was depressing.

During the long lonely trip home, I was mentally reviewing the variety of patients that
had come under my cilre at one time or another. t thougtrt of the handsome yourg pharmacist
who confided in mi aboul his unhappy childhood as a young school boy. Because he was a Jew,
the kids constantly teased and taunted and called trim ;Ctrist Killer". H. *., a full grown man
still carrying the trauma of his childhood. I was glad he was able to talk about it. i spent alot
of time with him. I just let him talk - I was a good listener. I ho@ it was good- bedside
therapy.

I thought of the elderly man who was brought in D.O.A. (dead on arrival). As I
p.?.r."d his body for the morgue, I noticed a long numerical tattoo on his right arm (about 8
or 9 digits). It became obvious to me that this person was a survivor of some concentration
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camp during war time. The horrors of war and the horrors of his internment were buried with

him. No one knew much about him - he lived alone in a small shack and seldom spoke to

anyone.

I thought of the elderly man who was hospitalizd for terminal cancer of the esophagus'

Lying there iibed, he aid alot of thinking. Several times a day he wouldpress his buzzet' He

wanted to talk. Did we think there *.r i God? was there life after death? was there a hell?

Did we believe in the immortality of the soul? etc. etc. Faced with certain death, this man, who

all his fife was an agnostic, suddenly had doubts, milY doubts, however he refused to talk to

a minister. I like to think that he died believing that ii is in dying we are born to eternal life.

I thought of the aging doctor, a heart patient. It is a well known fact that doctors and

nurses are the worst pati-enti and I can ,ou.h for that. Dr. X was difficult and wanted my

undivided attention. 'irre only respite I had was when his bejewelled wife came to visit him'

I thought of the 19 year old girl who was dying of leukemia. She was surrounded by

religious iconi and poy"rr. She was not worried aUout dying ; lrer gnly conoern was for her

parJnts and the grief her passing would bring to them. One night she rang her buzzer - she

wanted to know what it wil1be like 'at the end". I have seen death in many shapes but I do not

know what it is like to die so I told her, "You will just go to sleep" - and that is exactly what

happened.

I thought of this big guy in his late 50's. His diagnosis was.not clear. One day, I was

going around-with tfre meOicatiLn tray distributing meds. I entered his single bed ward. He was

Iittirrg on the edge of his bed with his feet resting on a chair. I handed him his pills - he

reached out to take them but instead he grabbed my hand. I looked at his face. His eyes were

huge and filled with terror. He keeled over baclrvard and died before I could put my tray

down.

I thought of the young mother who was dying of cancer. Her husband was a rude, crude

alcoholic. She was worried about her four yearold son. She made her sister promise to. raise

him as her own. When she died the husband showed no emotion - he just kept on drinking.

I thought of the patient who was dying of terminal cancer of the bladder. She was

resigned anO at peace with herself. At Christmas time we decorated her room with holly, spruce

branches and her many greeting cards. She loved listening to carols o1 her small radio' She

took pleasure in a.rpti*rrr"--d cigarettes. One night about 3 a.m. she rang her buzzer and

asked for a cup of coffee. I went to 
-the 

kitchenette and prepared it jT! tle way she liked it'

We kept a dainty coffee cup especially for her. I entered her ward with the steaming coffee'

She wis dead - i tr*f smoked cigarette still smouldering in her ashtray'

I thought of the littte old lady who was admitted with an erratic pulse. I phoned the

doctor and settled her into bed. By the time the doctor arrived (about 10 minutes) her vital signs

had returned to normal. She said to me, 'I feel so hungry". The doctor and I stood by
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watching her enjoy her tea and toast. The doctor said "She wilt be okay". She ate all her
lunch, wiped her mouth with a napkin, looked at us, heaved a great sigh and was gone (dead).

I thought of the asthmatic patient. We kept her in a private room close to the nursing

station. I was on night duty and very often as I sat at the desk to do patient charts, she would
call me, "Alic€, Alice I need you" - whereby I would go to her room, adjust her oxygen tubing
and make her more comfortable. I was so accustomed to my name being called from that ward
that after she died, sitting at the desk in the nursing station doing charts I would suddenly hear
her voice calling me. It sounded so real that on the graveyard shift it sometimes unnerved me.

And so continued my thoughts and I felt I had been a life time on that train. I looked
out the window and realized we were in Saskatchewan.

I picked up a newspaper that had been abandoned on a seat across from me. Listlessly,
I leafed through the pages until an ad in the employment section caught my eye. It read:
General duty nurses required for newly constructed 20 bed health centre in Spiritrvood,
Saskatchewan. I had no idea where Spiritwood was but the wages and benefits sounded good
so I applied and got the job. This was to be the first hospital l would be employed by that was

not administered by a religious order and for me it would be an entirely new experience.

The Spiritwood Hospital, I was later to learn, was built in 1945 by the will and efforts
of the people of Spiritwood, the surrounding communities and charitable organizations.
Everyone participated and cooperated including the provincial government. The Grand Opening
was in L947. T.C. Douglas, the then Premier of Saskatchewan, cut the ribbon.

My mom and dad were delighted that I was back in Saskatchewan safe and sound.

The journey to Spiritwood was a mighty long one. The train, which had only one
passenger car, stopped at every little station along the way. The landscape was thick with tall
dark spruce and pine trees. The snow still covered the ground and the air was so crisp I could
se€ my own breath.

When I stepped off the tain, I was met by a young man who introduced himself as Dr.
Smith. He drove me to his home which was above the medical clinic and I met his pretty
blonde wife. They had no children. Dr. and Mrs. Smith were a friendly couple and I liked
them immediately. Iater,I met Dr. Karpetz (the doctor in charge) his attractive wife Margaret
and their little girl Dianne.

Spiritwood at that time was a typical small town. The main street consisted of trvo
general stores, a shoe repair shop, a post office, two garages and implement dealers, two
restaurants, a pharmacy, a municipal office, a bank and an old hotel. The town consisted of a
scattering of houses, several churches, one small open air skating rink (where we were to do alot
of skating) a curling rink and a brand new hospital. Unbeknownst to me then, I was to work
in this hospital for many years. I was also to experience a drastic nursing shortage in the 1950's
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- a shortage so acute that for a while there were only two registered nulr:' Miss omara and

I to cover a 24 hour shift. we had no alternative but to worki 12 hour shift each with no days

off until helP arrived.

It was about this time in the early 1g50's that poliomyelitis reached epidemic proportions'

polio is an infectious virar disease trrai arrects the central nervous system. Many nurses were

stricken with the.ripptirg disease. Itwas rampant througtrout Saskatchewan' There were many

deaths. The number of cases dropfr- tnrtp'v ater 
-tgss 

when the Salk vaccine became

available - but I am atread of myself'

Dr. Smith drove me to the nurses, residence. I was anxious to unpack, take a bath 
-an{

have a rest. The residence was a small wooden structure and 100ked like someone had

accidentarly dropped it somewhere on u"in Sheet. I later learned it had a name - it was called

,Dinty Moore's", I never knew *tV. Oiniy t"t*,r" had one room with two beds each pushed

against opposite walls with an air tight heaier in the centre of the room' The heater had to be

stoked and refuelled with wood during the day and with coal during the night'

I was greeted by a young girl my own ag: I St. Paul's Hospital Grad)' we were to

become the best of friends. rhe other-Jcup*t 6r trrir tiny abode waslle Director of Nursing

who was probably in her late forties. ;;ilr.ly I looked Louna me - Where was I to unpack?

where was I to sleep? Since leaving NrrG School I dearly cherished my privacy but it was

obvious there would be no privacy here'

ThatnightlsleptwiththeDirectorofNursing(shehadthelargerbed)Isleptnearest
the window which was thick wiilr frost- All night i lay there :9ry -q uncomfortable' By

morning, I regretted coming to spiritwood and was t.tt"in I couldn't endure another cold and

sleepless night. However,-good news anived with our morning coffee' The painters were

putting the final touches io-ttre truOwooO flooring and we would be moving into the new

iesiOeice in a day or two. I breathed a sigh of relief'

The new residence was a beautiful, spacious, old fashioned building' The upstairs

contained three private and one ,.*;prirate b.dr*rnt (all furnished), truo bathrooms (one

upstairs, one downstairs). The master bedroom on main floor was always reserved for the

Director of Nursing. There was a 1-g";lti-*i"g"l* verandah facing south and a good sized

kitchenette. The living room was ;mfortably furnished with over stuffed chairs and sofas'

There was arso an artificial fueprace. Best of a[, the residence was situated a few yards from

the hospital. After work, it was 
" 

gooa-pr"." to ,t t h out and relax or have fun' I remember

it as a hapPy home.

The "newness" of the hospital still showed. It was a single level building with a

basement containing the main titcnen (AirAtyl, tayl{rY, laboratory'-X-ray and a bedroom for

the maintenance man. It also *nt"inJ. r*g".*r bin (some yoit t1"t, while I was on night

duty, this coal overheated and to*.ra, morn-ing smoke was coming through the chute' luckily

it was discovered before the place b; ;t. rf,e wards were painted beige and pale green with
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patterned matching drapes. The corridor walls were also beige. The floors were covered with
beige baule ship linoleum with a wide dark green border. Dick, the gardener, also filled in as
"cleaning man". He kept the hospital floors mirror clean (on his hands and knees). Dick came
from England years ago but he never let go of his English accent. He took pride in his work
and in the summer his arrangements of trees, shrubs and flowers on the grounds were something
to behold. He had the greenest of green thumbs.

Dick read tea leaves as well. Very often, during our 3 o'clock tea break, he would look
into our tea cups (one by one) and with absolute confidence predict our futures. Of course, we
didn't take him seriously but it added to our fun and togetherness. Including cooks, gardener,
maintenance man, housekeepers, laundress, we were like one big happy family.

Dr. Karpetz, we s(x)n learned, was a brilliant surgeon. He once told us that growing up
on a farm in Manitoba he would practice surgery on every gopher he could snare. (I almost
asked who gave the anaesthetic). With Dr. Smith as his assistant he performed all the major
surgery normally done in major centres and could remove a "hot" appendix in a matter of
minutes using only a small V shaped incision. He re-attached amputated digits which reminds
me of a case when Dr. K organiz,ed a small search team to find an amputated thumb. They
retrieved it from a pile of snow where the accident occurred. It was frozcn and therefore well
preserved. To make a long story short, the patient left the hospital with a functioning thumb -
a little stiff but a thumb nonetheless.

I remember a 14 yar old farm boy who lit a match to see how much gasoline remained
in the gas barrel. He was admitted to our hospital with life threatening 3rd degree burns to his
entire chest. Dr. K. pulled him through. When the time came, he did numerous skin grafts -
there never wzrs any problem with infection. The grafts took beautifully. It was a lengthy
process but the young boy healed well, recovered, grew up strong and healthy only to be killed
by a bullet in a hunting accident.

Dr. K did superb work with fractures. There was no end to his versatility. Our
operating room was small and by today's standards poorly equip@. We didn't even have an
anaesthetic machine. The Director of Nursing (Miss Bennett) always administered the
anaesthetic using the open drop method with a can of ether. She was good at it. She knew all
the stages of anaesthesia. Doc had trained her well - they were a great O.R. team. In spite of
the primitive conditions, we didn't lose a single patient. Either we were very lucky or
'SOMEONE" was watching over us.

Spirinvood at that time was populated largely by young married people so we had plenty
of maternity cases and especially during the new moon phase. The birth control pill was at least
two decades away and the early methods of birth control were not very reliable so nature was
free to take its course and our small delivery room was busy year round. A regular hospital bed
with a water proof mattress was all we had in the delivery room. A real table came years later.
However, the moms-to-be liked the bed because it was so soft. Dr. K's routine for medicating
women in labour was as follows: Sodium Seconal grs I ll2 orally and Demerol 100 mgms
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intramuscularly. The women were delivered completely oblivious of giving birth' The infants

on the other hand (especially if labour was a longone) were born cyanotic and slow to breath'

Doc quickly remedied this by placing a piece o1 g1t1 over the infants mouth and nose and

breathed air into its lungs. li was a reliei to hear the infant's first cry. In view of the heavy

sedation which today is iaeRnite NO, NO, from a distance (as today's song goes) God certainly

must have been waiching us. Infant mortality was nil'

In those days I-amaze exercises were unheard of and certainly a husband didn't stay with

his wife to watch the miracle of the birth of their baby much less to be by her side to comfort

and encourage her. Husbands acted as if they absolutely had no part in the-pregnancy andthe

quicker they could get out after depositing hir in the hospital, the better. fot so today' The

modern mom-to-be-**rp*ied by her iusband attend l,amazrc Exercises (which teaches her

a technique of natural ctritauirttrl so that drugs (with the exception of extreme cases) are not

required.

Here is a short history of the l-amaze technique: Dr. Fernandl-anaze infioduced to

France in 1951 a technique of natural childbirth based on the conditional reflex theories of a

Russian physiologist, Ivan Pavlov.

The pavlov method was largely used in the Soviet Union for 30 years before Lamaze

introduced it to Western Society. lutu"called it psychoprophylaxil of ptl in childbirth' The

process eliminates fear of the unknown through teaching and coaching. Women learn how to

uUotirt pain using the breathing technique and other exercises. The method encourage a woman

to take on - ".tir" 
role in trei detivery which remains under her control'

one day Dr. Karpetz asked me if I would consider working in his office (his office nurse

was leaving). I thoughiabout it for several days then handed in my resignation to the hospital

board and went to work for Dr. K. It was a big change from doing general duty in a hospital'

I kept boo1s, looked after the dispensary, orderel supplies, arranged appointments, kept patients

files and because there was no public 
-t."ttt 

nurse t-OiO tt e inoculations and vaccinations and

kept records of these as well.

While doing books, I realized that Doc had a hard time collectirig his bills. (fhis was

before Medicare) Alot oi peopte just didn't have the money whereas-some that did simply

negtected paying their doctor in view of other priorities like a new car for instance. I think it

was because of this that Doc entered the political arena and became the CCF candidate for the

Meadow I:ke constituency. His main message to his electors was that of developing a

comprehensive National Health programme. He was convinced that the CCF party (today

known as NDp) was the only one that would undertake such a program on a large scale' While

Doc was away electioneering, an elderly Doctor with th-e help of two young medical students

(who were on vacation and wanted some experience) looked after his patients. Med. student (I

will call him Robert) and I became very good friends and before he left to do his internship in

a Toronto hospital, he asked me to go with him. However, I already had a beau who

worshipped the ground I watked on (my future husband)'
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Dr.K was unsuccessful in his first political venture and when the Korean War was in fulI
swing he enlisted. Here is an excerpt taken from the Spiritrvood History Book:

Dr. Karpetz served in Korea during the war and was commended
for his skill in handling an emergency operation on board ship as

the ship lurched in the wild seas. Despite the difficult conditions
Dr. Karpetz removed Pte. Orville Campbell's appendix in nine
minutes and the soldier was out of the operating room in 40
minutes. This story was obtained from a newspaper clipping
written in 1950 and shows the skill and ingenuity of the young
doctor.

Year end of 1949 brought several changes in my personal life. Since my husband-to-be
did not want his wife to work I quit my job at the office. We got married November 24th. (In
two weeks it will be our 45th wedding anniversry). On December 27th of that same year our
new home was destroyed by fire (faulty wiring). We were facing the New Year (1950) looking
for a place to live. I went back to work in the hospital and worked until I got pregnant with our
first child, a son born December 22,1950. In August, 1952, our second child (a daughter) was
born. I stayed home and was happy to keep house and be a "mommy". When Giles was 4 and
Vicki was 2 years old I went back to work permanently. I had excellent housekeepers and
babysitters but I regret the time I spent away from my children. We lived close to the hospital.
Sometimes walking home from work I would see my children playing in the yard. I would call
to them and they would drop their play things and run to meet me, their little arms outstretched
towards me. They missed their mommy. This is so vivid in my memory that it hurts.

Young Dr. Foster replaced Dr. Karpetz. He was a new arrival - fresh from England and
a plpe smoker. He was single, All, blonde, big boned guy with baby blue eyes and he had this
affinity for jokes - clean ones mind you. Whenever he came to the nursing station he had a new
joke for us - the problem was we didn't know when to laugh because we were not yet
accustomed to his "English" and we couldn't follow the joke to its "punch line". He must have
thought we were a "dull lot".

Dr. Foster was afflicted with psoriasis (a chronic skin disease). Invariably, we would
see him scratching himself (completely unaware of his habit) in the most inconceivable places.
He was easy going, relaxed, nice to work with and kind to his patients. He was also a good
surgeon. By this time our operating room was equipped with an anaesthetic machine and he was
able to get an anaesthetist when necessary. He did alot of minor stuff but performed major
surgery as well.

One day he rang the hospital from his office. He wanted to know if he could borrow
a few thermometers because his medical secretary had just sterilized all of his by boiling them.
She was teased about this for a long time.
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Dr. Foster married a local girl (ust out of high school). Before they left for their
honeymoon he arranged for a locum. I willcall him Dr. Stone. Dr. Stone was probably in his
late 40's or early 50's but that didn't stop him from chasing young girls. He had thinning
blonde hair and penetrating pale blue eyes. He gave me the "creeps". He claimed he could
diagnose a patient's condition by observing their facial expressions and their body structure and
in some cases he was right. However, his conduct did little to uphold the esteem of his
profession. One evening as I was working the 4:00 p.m. to 12 midnight shift a terrifying cry
of a baby came from the direction of children's ward. I ran towards the ward - my mind
conjuring the worst of scenarios. When I entered the ward this is what I saw:

Dr. Stone was bent over a crib. His face was crimson with anger and covered with fine
beads of perspiration. He was furiously slapping the buttocks of a nine month old baby because
(his words) "it wouldn't stop crying - you have to show it - the baby - who is boss". I snatched
the baby out of its crib and as I looked at Dr. Stone's face I saw a "crazy man". I was deeply
disturbed and with the baby in my arms I rang for the Director of Nursing and reported this
appalling episode. Meanwhile I was so angry at Dr. Stone I was shaking like a paint mixer.
I do not know what transpired between the Director of Nursing and Dr. Stone. I only know that
the baby's discharge was delayed until its badly bruised buttocks healed. To my astonishment
Dr. Stone continued to work until Dr. Foster returned from his honeymoon. I was happy to see
the end of Dr. Stone. As far as I was concerned he should have been severely disciplined via
the proper channels for the blatant abuse of a nine month old baby.

Dr. Foster stayed for another three years or so then he and his bride moved to Toronto.

Then came Dr. Franklin. Dr. Franklin had been a medical officer during WWII. His
wife had been a nursing lieutenant in one of the military base hospitals. They met overseas.
They had one child. On her arrival to Spiritwood, Mrs. Franklin was already fighting a losing
battle with cancer. We did not get to know her well but her death was a blow to the entire
community. Dr. Franklin carried on with his medical practice. He was a good doctor and a
good diagnostician and attracted a large number of patients so that in no time he had a lucrative
practice. Dr. Franklin was a handsome, tall, slim man. He was also an alcoholic - oddly
enough, it did not interfere with his work. With the exception of appendectomies he sent all his
major surgery to larger centres (mostly Saskatoon) and was busy enough doing the minor stuff.
Eventually he re-married and moved away. Many will remember Dr. Franklin as a kind and
generous doctor. I remember him as an extremely intelligent and unhappy man. Dr. Franklin
was the only doctor I knew that I could like and hate at the same time. He died at age 66.

To ftll the vacancy came Dr. Braxton (not his real name). Dr. Braxton was probably in
his late 50's. We got to know him as a quiet, rather shy person so we wgls fstally unprepared
when he appeared to do "rounds" one morning happy and talkative - calling us sweethearts and
generally being a big tease. He seemed to have undergone a complete personality change. In
due course, we realized Dr. Braxton was also an alcoholic - nevertheless he was a great guy and
patients loved him.
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One day, in the operating r@m, Dr. Braxton made the biggest error I had the misfortune
to witness. He was attempting to remove an ovarian cyst - instead he removed a portion of the
patient's bladder. When he realized what he had done, he said not a word but rapidly sutured
and sent her to Saskatoon via air ambulance. Her bladder was repaired and she was sent back
to our hospital to convalesce. The relationship between this patient and her doctor remained
good. However, Dr. Braxton was never the same. He seemed to hit bottom. He appeared
depressed and shortly after resigned and moved away. News of his accidental death reached us
a few years later.

Through the years, the little town of Spiritrvood grew by leaps and bounds and by the
time Dr. Moodie set up practice, it was well on its way up. Today, while other small towns are
experiencing a decline - even death, Spiritwood continues to grow and prosper.

With Dr. Moodie's coming, the changing parade of doctors ended. He came and he
stayed - permanently. The year was 1961. It was also the year I took over as Director of
Nursing. Dr. Moodie, his attractive wife and four children were welcomed to our community
as were his predecessors. He was a short, well built man. He always combed his hair in
precise lines over a premature balding head. His clothes were always neat and coordinated.

Dr. Moodie's good reputation enabled him to build a large practice and in no time he
became a very busy doctor. Then came what we now call "The Uedicare Crisis". It struck us
in luly 1962. Most doctors, including Dr. Moodie were very much against what they called
"state controlled medicine'. Some people outside the medical profession were against it too, no
doubt depending on what side of the "political fence" they stood. It gave rise-to meetings in
town halls and the meeting I attended was filled to capacity. On the platform would be a doctor
or two turning out real masterpieces of elocution, each expounding the ills of "state conEolled
medicine" with such polish, conviction, and emotion one could hardly disagree with them. At
the rear end of the hall was a petition awaiting voluntary signatures. The headline read: DO
YOU WANT TO KEEP YOUR DOCTOR? As people filed out of the hall many signed the
petition because of course they wanted to keep their doctor. On the other hand, those who were
in favour of Medicare wouldn't come near the thing much less sign it - and so in our small
community and I expect in many others, Medicare became a very divisive issue. Early morning
coffee row in the main restaurant on Main Street was bursting at the seams with the FOR and
AGAINST.

Improbable as it may sound, in some large urban centres, the real tragedy of it all was
that doctors who favoured and accepted the new system were ostracizd by their peers to the
extent that their entire families were affected.

Desprte the tremendous opposition (especially the majority of the medical profession) the
bill was passed in the legislature thus the birth of Medicare in Saskatchewan. Soon after, Dr.
Moodie left on "holidays". Prior to leaving, he discharged as many patients as was possible,
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leaving me (the Director of Nursing) and all nursing staff holding the bag - so to speak' A day

o, rrJ"ft"r'being doctorless I receiveO a phone call from a Dr. C in Regina (I presumed.he was

checking trre sitgition in all the rural hospital in Saskarchewan) nMatron, what is your situation

like ouithere?' he asked. I wanted totell him that our hospital was like a ship without a

captain, instead I simply told him our doctor left on "holidays". 'If you run into any problems",

tre continued, ',phond me, I am on call day and night. Send all your emergencies and anything

you cannot handle to your nearest urban centre (1n our case it would be P.A.) there will be

doctors there who wUi toot after your patients - Good Luck Matron" - and with that he hung

up. I walked away from the phone thinking it's easier said than done. How do you send out

a pregnant woman who comes to hospital and is about to deliver on the door step?

And so we did the best we could. We handled the "rush" maternity cases ourselves

(there weren't many) and the following are just a sampling of case scenarios we had to deal with

while Doc was on "holidays".

A middle aged man who accidentally lacerated both his legs with an axe was admitted

to our emergency iepartment. His story: "My cuts were deep, I was bleeding profusely' I
knew I had io stop th; bleeding before coming to hospital or I would bleed to death on the way

down. I applied dehorning Uquia (a clotting agent used by cattlemen-when dehorning cattle)."

His legs tooteO grotesque. tre UtooO clotted over the lacerated areas forming thick black crusts

ana iriatt proUa6itty i*.4 his life - there was not a trickle of fresh bleeding. His vital signs

*"r. rorr"l - *" g"r" him a tetanus shot and explained why we had to send him out. He chose

to go to North Battleford Hospital.

A mother brought a young male child to emergency. He had a fish bone stuck in his

throat. When the chili op"n"a fis mouth to scream I had a small laryngoscope ready in my

hand and was able to see that indeed a very fine fish bone was lodged crossways against the

back of his throat. With the childs second rir."* I was able to grab the fish bone with a special

forcep. The child swallowed hard and to my relief no more screaming.

A mother brought a small child with a pebble up its nostril. I tried grasping the pebble

with a nasal forcep but the pebble was so ,ound and smooth that the forcep just slid over it. I
was worried about pushing the pebble further up. Then someone suggested we use the suction

machine. We turned it on trigtr, applied the nozzle to the child's nostril and out came the

pebble.

In the event of an extremely sick child (high temperature, laboured breathing, poor

colour) I would personally accompany the child to Prince Albert (we had no ambulances) I
always took with me a small portable oxygen tank, just in case.

Some patients objected vehemently - why should they travel all the way to Prince X9"I
when "there ii a hospitai right here", 

"rrd 
no amount of explanation or reasoning appeased their

anger. Those *"p diff.ulitimes for me to say the least. As Director of Nursing I had to make
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all the decisions, I was on call 24 hours a day - and that is how, in our small hospital of 32
beds, patients and nurses managed and survived the medicare crisis.

I was relieved when Dr. Moodie returned and resumed his practice (and just in time)
rumour had it that the hospital board was meeting to decide what to do about our "doctorless"
situation.

Dr. Moodie's practice continued to flourish so that he had to recruit help. Soon we had
two doctors, a very nice modern clinic and all went well.

Although the controversy over medicare subsided and our community settled back to its
prosaic normality, no tender cloak of forgetfulness obscured the painful birth of medicare in
Saskatchewan and since its universality in our country the politicians made good use of it as an
election ploy - vowing to uphold this "sacred trust" (Medicare).

In l9&, we moved into a brand new hospital with a fully modern operating room, labour
room and delivery room. For the first time, I had my own private office. a large mirror hung
above my desk as if to remind me that through the years, the face that looked back at me was
gradually growing older.

I appreciated my office for several reasons. I could now interview nursing applicants in
private, do my book work without intemrptions and it was convenient when medical suppliers
and drug representatives came to detail me on the newest drugs or the latest self retaining
catheters for example. As Director of Nursing, I did the ordering of all drugs, medical and
nursing supplies. These men were a fountain of knowledge and information and from them I
learned alot. They had the patience of lob. There were times when due to circumstances within
the hospital, I could not see them right away. They would simply make themselves comfortable
in the waiting room, a magazine propped on their laps - sometimes reading - sometimes nodding.
Once ensconced in my office, they would bring out all the paraphernalia of their company's
trade leaving with me samples and literature. Business over, some of them liked to settle back
and engage in idle chit-chat - their allergies, their wives, their kids. Luckily I never had more
than two reps visiting in one day. Some came once a year, others every three months or so.
They also visited the local pharmacist and the doctors offices. The young men who detailed us
represented the following companies.

kderle Iabs
Abbott Iabs
Bristol Labs
Cutter Iabs
Ingram and Bell
British Drug House (B.D.H.)
Charles E. Frosst
Geigy Pharmaceutical
Glaxo-Allenbury
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Hoescht Pharmaceutical
Horner Ltd.
Lilly, Eli and ComPanY

Meads, Johnson of Canada

Merck, SharP and Dohme of Canada

Merrel ComPanY
Mowatt and Moore
Park Davis and ComPanY Limited
Sandoz Pharmaceutical
Schering CorP. Ltd.
Smith, KlYne and French
Upjohn of Canada

Warner Chilcott I-abs
Winthrop lab
John Wyeth and Brothers (Canada Ltd')
CamPbell and HYman
Standard Surgical ComPanY

Imperial Surgical ComPanY

During the Christmas season beautiful potted poinsettias with large red ribbons and boxes

of chocolates arrived for the hospital staff from some of the regular representatives. The funeral

homes too, remembered us at Christmas by sending the hospital the largest, prettiest poinsettias

ever.

we made good use of our modern operating room. Dr. Moodie had one day

(Wednesdays) of ea'ctr week set aside for surgery My favourite anaesthesiologist was a young

man of Welsh origin. I particularly ,"*"*b"r-him because in Wales, he went to school with

Tom Jones (my then favourite singer). But mostly I remember him because he was very good

at his job - (a infU anaesthetist) and in surgery it means alot.

In 1965, I organized our first group of "Candy Stripers" (hospital volunteer workers) and

the practice has coitinued to this day. After gtaauating from high- flPl some of these

volunteers went on to become registered nurses. Not so my daughter Vicki who had a rather

"disturbing" experience one day while candy striping. This is her story:

o It *a. supper time on the wards and I was distributing patients'

trays. .rhe hst tray was for a patient in a private room.. I brought

ttre tray in and r.i it on his overhead table. I rolled his bed to a

sitting position and arranged the table within easy reach but the

patieit made no attempt to move towards his supper tray. In fact,

he didn't move at all. I then decided to fbed him but he wouldn't

open his mouth. I thought his eyes looked "strange" so I took his

putr". He had none. Iiwas then, to my horror, I _t4H that he

ias dead. I literally stood rooted on the spot and for a dreadful
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moment, I too was unable to move. When I regained my
comlrcsure, I went to the nurse in charge of evening shift and told
her that I thought the patient in ward #11 was dead. She said, "He
can't be, I just spoke with him five minutes ago,, - and with that
she rushed to his room. He was dead alright. when the shock
wore off I couldn't concentrate on my work - I just wanted to cry.
Thinking it would take my mind off the dead man, the nurse in
charge put me to work bathing little children who were playful,
splashy, gurgly and very much alive. The diversion did not help.
I remained very upset. When I came home, my mom took one
look at me and asked me what was wrong. As I narrated what had
happened, I started to cry all over again. Finding a patient dead
unnerved me. It was my first experience with death. I wanted my
mom to put her arms around me and comfort me. Instead she
smiled at me and continued with her work in the kitchen. I was
now certain I would never be a nurse."

Vicki continued with her voluntary work until she finished high school and true to her
words she did not become a nurse. She got her B.Ed. and became a teacher.

In the early 1960's working as Director of Nursing in a small rural hospital I had to learn
to take minor X-rays, do minor lab procedures and E.C.G's. I received on the job training -
so that in the absence of the regular lab and x-ray technicians, I could be called upon to perform
these techniques.

I remember standing in the dark, smelly developing room praying that the X-rays I took
would turn out okay because the doctors were out there waiting to read them. The X-rays were
not always perfect but they were readable. Later on, the hospital hired an "on call" tectrnician
much to my relief, I could now enjoy my days off with fewer intemrptions from the hospital.

As Dirertor of Nursing, I was also expected to work in close harmony with the hospital
administrator and so I did until Mr. Impossible (not his real name) came along. Beneath this
man's smooth exterior lurked an ever present volcano ready to erupt. He made my life
miserable. Eventually Mr. Impossible was let go, but for ms the hurlwas dop, the damage
done .... things were never again quite the same and therefore I was glad when inApril of t913
my husband and son relocaM to Humboldt. I worked until June and after 12 yearsis Director
of Nursing, I resigned and joined them. I loved Humboldt with its clean streets and tree lined
boulevards. The people were friendly and in no time I felt at home. The hotel business we
were in is a story in itself. It was a good investment and for me an entirely new experience.

We are now retired and in two weeks we will be celebrating our 45th Wedding
Anniversary (Nov. 24194). My husband, who for 45 years has been more a part of my life than
even I can understand, still tells me that I HAVEN'T CHANGED A BIT. How sweet of him!
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Working in the nursing profession for as long as I did, did not immune me to the pain
and suffering of others nor did it exempt me from seeing humor in the every now and then
comical situations. Here are some incidents of both that come back like a dream one forgets and
then completely remembers. I shall call them 'FLASHBACKS OF NURSING PAST'.
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FLASHBACKS OF NURSING PAST

A young mother brings her 5 y.ear old male child to emergency'- Tt child is very pale

and listless. His eyes have that ,,anxi]Jri-toot. I check tris pitse.- It is weak and thready'

Immediately I phone the doctor' He arrives at once'

Thisiswhatthemothertellsus:.,Aboutgp.m.thatsummereveningthechildfollowed
us to the cow corrar where we did tr,. *iiting. Busy with chores we didn't realize that he did

not follow us back to the house until some tim-e rater.- we went to search for him and found him

lying on the ground in the corral' He was mauled by a cow'n

Whilethedoctorexaminesthechild,Iwatchthe-littleboy'sf1o'Yi'heverymoveshe
makes, he follows ti,rnotfr", *itl, hi;-iir,t"rt "y"r. 

nrey !o-n9t leary her face even for a

second as if knowing that soon he *ilIr;;;;;i"' "g"in' 
I feet an ache where my heart is'

The doctor, without delay, transfers the child to a larger centre' He dies there of internal

injuries one of *tict i, 
" 

*pt*.0 spleen. That fall, he was to start school'

FLASHBACK

Wehaveanewgeneraldutynurse.ShecametousfromtheNorthwestTerritories
where for many years stie worked 

"*or,gtt 
the Eskimos.. She likes raw meat' When I see her

dig her fingers into o* t 
"*Uurger -d;;;Ae meat to her mouth' I want to run to the nearest

'biffy''.

one night she has a maternity case. Dr. M is on call' He arrives sleepy' moody and

not too coo't"ous to our northern nri*. She loses her cool ar-rd in exasperation asks him'

,,Doctor, what would il d" if you had to deliver a baby in an igloo?"

FLASHBACK

Nurse Y is on night duty. A post operative gatielt in ward #5 presses her buzzer' Nurse

y goes to the patient,s 6.oria6. rhi patient tells 
^her 

that her abdominal dressing feels "wet".

Nurse Y pulls down the Covers ano notices the blood soaked dressings' She removes them and

finds that the patient's incision is gaping - ,t" trtuttt no longer holding' Iut* Y falls over like

a piece of wet laundry (fainted). The |uzzer continues to buzz' Nurse T comes to the rescue'
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FLASHBACK

I am working the day shift. One of my patients is a very old lady. She is wrinkled and
emaciated but she is tall and has nice legs. Her husband is dead and her only son is taking care
of her. The conditions at home are very primitive.

While bathing her, I tell her she has a very tiny waist. She looks at me and gives me
a toothless smile. This is what she tells me:

"When I was young I was a model. I modelled for a large clothing store in the city of
in the U.S.A. I loved my job but after several years of sexual harassment I quit and

moved to Canada. I met my husband in Ontario. We lived there for several years then moved
to a farm in Saskatchewan. My husband was an English gentleman. He knew nothing about
farming. We stayed on the farm and made a meagre living but we were happy with just the
basic neressities of life. "

She smiles at me and I marvel at the capacity to love in this woman's heart. (From a
model to an unproductive farm all for the love of an English gentleman).

FLASHBACK

I am working the night shift. Shortly after midnight a 5 year old child is carried in by
his uncle who is a doctor home on holidays. The child is D.O.A (dead on arrival). The uncl6
lays him down and I watch as he closes his little nephew's eyes by placing a penny over each
eyelid. His own eyes iue brimming with tears. This is what he tells me:

"Little Bobby was fine all day. He followed me around the farm yard and was his usual
pJayful self. At supper time he said he wasn't hungry and wouldn't eat. He did not exhibit any
alarming symptoms when his mom put him to bed. I continued to check on him and suddenly
just before midnight he was not responding. I wrap@ him in a blanket and jumped in my car.
He stopped breathing half way between the farm and hospital.,,

Because of the sudden death syndrome an autopsy was performed. The cause of death
had something to do with the thymus gland but I cannot remember the details.

FLASHBACK

Mr. Weller was a young, handsome recently married man with a great singing voice.
He sang and played the guitar like a "pro". Were he alive today, I am sure he would be one
of the stars of country and western music so popular today.
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Mr. Weller is dying of Hodgkins disease (malignancy of the-lyt+"tii glands)' He has

undergone various treatments to no araii.-1" O"ti"oti6n he goes to Mexico for some "rnilacle"

a*griut the disease continues to progress and he knows it.

By now, he is a patient in our hospital. In his room' he picks on his guitar' His once

perfect singing voice grows weaker and his songs become more sad as the days go by' He dies

on the eve of our christmas saff p.rry;hringiehind the grieving young widow. My husband

loses his best friend.

FLASHBACK

A nine year old girl is brought to hospital (D.O.A.). she i1a beautiful child with long'

curly dark hair and ttricf tong lashis. She is the iaby in the family' This is what her mother

tells us:

"It being a Sunday, we had company. After tugrt all the adults gathered around the

table to play cards. fenny liked to Atatu ana sketch' She *at using a pen with a removable

plastic pornt protector wnitn she held in her mouth while drawing' Soryet'lrilg funny happened

and as Jenny laughed the plastic pio" tiipp.a down-her throat and blocked her breathing' She

came running to me choking. Her face was ulue. She collapsed in my aflns' we tried but we

couldn,t dislodge the piece 6r pustic. In panic we raced to the car and drove to hospital at top

speed. She died shortly after we left the house"'

This incident "lacerated" alot of peoples heafts. She was buried in her dress and veil

which she wore for her First comrnuni*. I remember the undertaker telling me how utterly

difficult this was for him. He had a nine year old daughter at home'

FLASHBACK ,T

I am working the evening shift. About 10 p.m' three teenagers (one male and two

females) are admitti. I know att ttrree. This is what happened:

They were driving to the city to see a movie. The young male driver possibly drove over

the speed u^it. He lost control of his car and rolled it.

on admission the driver is hysterical but has no obvious injuriel. He is kept in trcryt{

overnight for observation. On the "tfr"it*a, 
his two female companions are severely injured

and are transferred to a larger centre. On" t 
"n"ger 

loses her eye, the other sixteen year old to

this day remains paralysed from the neck down. witr, courage and stamina she maintains as

cheerful and normal a life as possible and I manrel at her calm acceptance of her situation'
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FLASHBACK

An Indian mother brings to hospital her little five year old girl. She is dying of an
incurable disease and it is obvious that she will not survive the night. I am working the night
shift and I urge the mother to stay in town (she has three other children with her). She tells me
she will tent out in the bushes not too far from the hospital. It is fall and the night is cold and
chilly. I feel sorry for her and her three kiddies so I give her some money and tell her to get
a room at the local hotel which she does. Her litfle girl survived the night but died the
following day.

After that, every time this native mom came to town and I happened to be working, she
would send one of her little girls with a note for me. She always asked for some money. I had
to put a stop to this - it could not go on much longer. I sat at my desk, wrote a note to the mom
and gave it to her little girl. I didn't hear from her again.

FLASHBACK

We didn't have a funeral home in our small community, so when a death occurred in the
hospital, the nurses had to do the preliminary preparation of the body then move it to the
morgue. From there, the local undertaker took over.

This day a young nurse and I are bathing the body of a newly deceased. We turn him
over on to his side to wash his back and a sound like "ugggh" erupts from his mouth. We both
jump away from the bed. We think that he is coming back to life. The thought chills us to the
very marrow of our bones - then it dawns on us that it was just the air escaping from his
lungs.

FLASHBACK

I am working the day shift. A man is brought in D.O.A. He is covered with soil - his
nostrils are packed with it. I realize he is one of our hospital board members.

This is what happened:

IvIr. B. got up early that morning and decided to rototill his garden. He suffered a faal
heart attack and fell face down into the freshly tilled soil. He was 55 years old.
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FLASHBACK

I am on night duty. Shortly after midnight the door bell rings' a Tan obviously dazd

and in shock walks in. He tells me he rolled lis truct some miles out of town' The doctor

examines and admits him for observation. He has concussion and memory lapses'

About 3 a.m. he rings his buzzer. I enter his room and find him fully awake, alert and

very concerned. "Nri*', fr" oyr, "l3ust remembered there was another man in the truck with

me.,' I immediately r"tffy the local nbrr{p and they start to search. About 4 a'm' the hospital

door bell rings again. I open the door and a man walks in. His face and top of his trousers are

crusted over with dried blood. where the skin shows his face is deathly pale' As soon as I see

him I know he is the missing companion. I notify the doctor and R'C'M'P'

This is what haPPened:

when the truck rolled, the two men were able to crawl out of the

vehicle. Both were dazildand in shock. Miraculously the driver

of the truck makes it to the highway and finds his way to the

hospital but he did not remembeithat there was someone else with

him. Meanwhile, his companion who susained head injuries is

dazp1and bleeding from faiiat lacerations. In shock and in a state

of temporary amiesia he too walks away from the scene of the

accident noi knowing who he is or where he is going. __After
waking aimlessly for-hours his memory suddenly returns. I{e has

just en-ough strength left to reach the hospital. Proof that the

greatest instinct in man is survival. Both men recover.

FLASHBACK

I am working the evening shift. There is a frozen body in the basement morgue' About

11 p.m. the phone ingt. lt it it" local R.C.M.P. He tells me that they are going to remove

the body. I go down the basement to unlock the morgue. The deceased is lying face up (I do

not know him). He is fully clothed -boots, mitts, fur cap and all. His nostrils are packed with

snow and snow is still clinging to his mitts and clothing. He is frozsr stiff(ust as he was

found). I am in tt" ,norgu-e it"n the police-d*:- I ask this foolish question', "A're you

taking him in yorr ."r?" 
-uNo" 

replied bne of the officers suppressing the urge to laugh, "He

refuses to sit up".
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FLASHBACK

We have an elderly man who constantly rings his buz,znr. He wants a nurse to walk him
to the bathroom. The nurses are complaining to me (the D.O.N.) that on the way to the
bathroom he puts his arm around their waists and squeezes in a flirtatious manner. They think
he gets a "sexual thrill'. I don't believe them - he is much too old. uO.K." they tell me, 'The
next time he rings, you help him to the bathroom" - so I did. They were right, I was wrong.

So much for frail, little old men.

FLASHBACK

I am working the night shift. Suddenly about 3 a.m. the silence within the hospital is
broken by a horrifying undescribable sound overhead. It is so loud it shakes the building. I
think the world is coming to an end. The patients are all awake. All the signal lights on the
wards are flashing red. The patients are frightened and want to know what the shange sound
is. I have no idea.

The maintenance man (who sleeps in the basement) is also awakened. He puts on his
robe and comes upstairs to tell us it is a super sonic jet breaking the sound barrier. I reassure
the patients and wonder why jets are allowed to fly so low and especially at night.

FLASHBACK

We have a critically ill, native baby. We do not know if he has been baptized. A
catholic nurse comes along, thinks he is in danger of dying baptizes him but forgets to mention
doing so in his chart.

A Protestant nurse takes the next shift. She too thinls the baby is in danger of dying and
baptizes him. Finally a native minister (from the baby's reserve) visits - sees the critically ill
baby and baptizes him. The child, baptized three times r@overs and is sent home.

I've often wondered what the baby (who was so thoroughly baptized) grew up to be.
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FLASHBACK

I am the only R.N. on duty in a small rural hospital' I have an elderly patient with a

very distended bladder. He is unafile t" ,"iJ (urinate). bur only doctor is out of town' I have

catheterized many females but never r,ur" r ."tt"t"tir"a a malapatient' when I was studying

to be a nurse - "rd;;t-a*"vr 
perrormeo this procedure. In this small hospital we have no

orderly. The man is suifering. f tturg to do something. I set up a catheterization Eay' put on

a pair of sterile gtoves and pr!,"oa. I insert the catheter slowly and 
-egn$V 

push it further and

further and further. I am beginning to wonder if there is an end to this "tunnel" - then just as

I fear that my catheter is not going to be long enough out comes a gush of urine' I feel happy

(ike I struck oil). The patient is so reliev; he kisses my gloved hand and offers me a five

dollar bill. I tell him we are not allowed to accept mone)'' He kisses my hand again'

The old fellow didn,t know he was the first male I did this procedure on and that I was

scared to death. And then again - maybe he did'

FLASHBACK

we admit a young native woman. Her face is swollen and bruised' Both her eyes are

swollen shut. It is obvious she has been beaten up by someone but she does not volunteer any

information.

The next day, a slightly older native woman comes to visit her. I stop her in the hallway

and ask her if she knows the circumstances of Mrs. A's head injuries. This is what she tells me:

,I had to go to town so I hired Mrs. A to baby sit my four kids-- just,for the afternoon'

I even left her a few beers. when I came home I found trei in bed with my husband. I got so

-gry at her, I pickJ up an empty beer bottle and hit her over the head"'

The patient survived. I wondered why she beat up on the babysitter and not on her

husband. After all, it takes two to "tango"'

FLASHBACK

I have an elderly patient. He is dying of an incurable disease' A11 his life he has been

an atheist. Faced with death he wants to b"-.rrured of the existence of God. one day, I tell

him about a book I have read in which a statement rike that of Albert Einstein, the father of

modern physics, who said the farther t 
" 

g"i i"t" science the more religious he got' the more he

knew there was a God. He said that soriething so fine, without end, and immaculately perfect
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in its own laws, made him ralizn, the existence of God and the longer he studied science the
more religious he became.

I was hoping this would give him some food for thoughts.

FLASHBACK

A small child is run over by a car (the driver - the child's father). He has to be
transferred to a larger centre. As yet, we have no ambulance service in our small community.
A friendly R.C.M.P. drives the child and the parents to Saskatoon in a police car. I accompany
the child. The police siren goes off every now and then and we are there in no time. The child
is X-rayed and admitted for observation.

On the return trip, I sit in the back (the prisoner's seat) and I see a shatter proof bullet
proof glass partition separating me from the front occupants of the car. I am sure the officer
is playing a prank on me but I feel claustrophobic and I yell "please let me have some air". The
officer presses a button and the window slides down. Thus my first ride in the prisoner's seat

of a patrol car.

The child survived.

FLASHBACK

Nurse B enters the nursery to prepare infants for their 10 a.m. breast feedings. All but
one are awake and crying (they always cry at feeding time). First she approaches the silent
infant. It is dead. She calls me - we now do C.P.R. but it is too late. The little body is sent

out for autopsy where cause of death is established as SIDS (sudden infant death syndrome) or
(crib death). The infant was a perfectly healthy normal baby.

FLASHBACK

One summer evening four women who belong to our hospital's housekee,ping and dietary
staff are travelling to a neighbouring hospital about 50 miles away. They are to attend an "In-
Service Meeting". It happens quickly - a two car collision. One woman is killed instantly, one
has her front teeth knocked out, one has multiple fracture to her right arm and one has a
fractured hip.
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My son, who is travelling home on the same highway sees the scene of the accident' the

patrol cars and people standing around.- He stops andoverhears som@ne say that the injured

women were all hospital staff. He rushes home. No sooner does the door open and I hear his

anxious voice, "Mom, are you home?" Thank God, I was'

FLASHBACK

On ttre door of the morgue of our new hospihl, the grain of q" w-ooa is patterned in

such a way that if one lootrs at it closeiy on" tot th" distinci image of a ghost like figure' It

is big and it is sPookY.

One of our young nursing assistants was so spooked by it ttrat she never walked p4ssed

the door - she ran.

FLASHBACK

when I was Director of Nursing, I often helped the nurses on wards' This day I am

taking routine temperatures and ,oorf,ing each patients bowel movement' I approach the

bedside of a little oid lndio, l"dy. She istree and speat<s very little.Engllh' I ask her "Did

your bowels move today?" She stares at me blankly not comprehendi-ng' Frgm the next ward

I hear Nurse L. She is saying to me ,'you have io ask her if she shit - otherwise she can't

understand you" Try as I may I cannot bring myself to say the word."shit"' Finally' in

desperation, I quickly blurt out "Did you shit?"" Hei face breaks out in a big smile and shaking

t"t t*O in'thiaffirmative she replies, "Yes, yes, I shit"'

From that day until the day she was discharged, wherever I met her - (in the hallway'

the corridor, the T.V. room) she would greet *" *ith a big smile and "Yes' Yes' I shit"'

FLASHBACK

We have a psychiatric patient (I will call him Mr' PeabodY)' He is quiet and no problem

at all until one night this is what happens:

Miss CNA is busy taking newborns to their moms for their 2 a.m. breast feedings' Mr'

Peabody is awake and watches her every move.- Iol 19.*t 
reason he thinks Miss CNA is his

wife and calls out to her. He wants h";;;; to bed (with him that is). Miss CNA ignores him

and continues with her work. Mr. peabod-y's tired of waiting for his imaginary wife. He gets
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out of bed in pursuit of Miss CNA. Miss CNA who still has an infant in her arms realizes he
means business and runs to the operating room in an attempt to hide. However, the operating
room has large swinging doors and Mr. Peabody easily runs in. The chase begins in earnest -
around the O.R. table - round and round they go. Suddenly Mr. Peabody stops. His face
crumbles and he starts to sob. It is obvious to Miss CNA that the patient is exhausted. In a
concerned voice she asks, "Mr. Peabody, what is your problem?" He looks up at her and says,

"I have chased after you for so long that I lost my erectionn, and with that he starts crying all
over again.

FLASHBACK

An attractive woman in her mid 30's is admitted to the maternity ward where I work.
Her face is beaming with anticipation, happiness and joy; soon she will be a mother for the first
time.

As I help her undress, she tel1s me that for years she was unable to become pregnant,
until one month her menses suddenly ceased and she knew that at last she had conceived. Her
husband was ecstatic. She delighted in watching her abdomen grow with each passing month.
She sewed for herself a number of fashionable maternity smocls which she wore with feelings
of great distinction and achievement. Nearing the end of her ninth month she experienced real
labour pains.

I gather my stethoscope, B/P apparatus, thermometer, pencil and paper and do my
preliminary examination. As I vainly search for the baby's heartbeat, I am trying hard to hide
my concern. It becomes even harder when I am unable to palpate the fetal outline to determine
the position of the head. Immediately I find nurse M. Miss M is an English nurse with a
degree in midwifery ( sometimes thought Miss M excelled the doctor in this department).

Miss M examines my patient - makes notes which read FHT - nil, fetal outline - nil,
dilation - nil. She notifies the patient's doctor. He orders an x-ray of abdomen STAT.

The X-ray reveals absence of a fetus and the patient is diagnosed as "Pseudo" or
"Phantom" pregnancy.

Wanting a baby to such a great degree, nature played an extremely rare and nasty trick
on her.

I see her grieving; it is no different to that of a mother delivered of a stillborn - perhaps
even more so.

The entire nursing staff treat her with extra T.L.C. and her unfortunate situation is
explained to her by her sympathetic doctor.
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On day of discharge from hospital, I help her dress. She looks at her maternity smock

and says, "\Mirat will my neighbours think? I am so embarrassed!"

FLASHBACK

I hurry to answer a call light in maternity ward. Mrs. Y. appea$ frightened' I qo to

her and gently pull down the bed sheets. A large "fleshy mass" is lying between her thighs'

f am ver! perpfexea as I tidy her up, remove thJ'mass", and reassure her. Alone, I examine
,,it,' in tfrl utifity r@m. I see that the outer layer consists of a large number of grapelike clusters

of transparent vesicles conaining clear viscid fluid. Inside this "mass' I find bits of what

appears to be hair and teeth (nature gone awry).

I-ooking at it, I remember something that resembled this in my Obstetrics book as a

student nurse. It so intrigued me that I never forgot it and suddenly it hit me ...... a

HYDATIDIFORM MOLE (an extremely rare complication of pregnancy).

The doctor leaves instructions to make sure the specimen is sent to Pathology.

In a few days that pathology report comes back - diagnosis: HYDATIDIFORM MOLE'

FLASHBACK

One of my many duties as Director of Nursing is to do perpetual inventory which means

that at the end of ea"i, month I leave the nursing wards and go into my "cubbyhole" (my

pharmacy office) and do inventory. At year end f take stock of the entire pharmacy, nursing

*O ,.ai"A supplies. Since I am responsible for the purchasing and dispensing of these, the

inventory system as set up is relatively easy.

Twice a year the regional pharmacist visits and removes my outdated controlled drugs,

samples, etc. ani checks ttri batance sheet with my narcotics which are always double locked.

One day he says to me (we are in the pharmacy), "You see that little window up there

(pointing with'his fingo) - an addict could be watching your every move,. they study the layout

df tfr" 
"nti." 

pharrac-y and when they feel they know it, ttrey break in - through a window lite
you have up there',. "you have to be extremely careful - there have been alot of break ins

lhroughout ihe province." Up until now, I really never gave it much thought'

During year end inventory, I generatly come back after supper and take inventory until

late, sometimeC as hte as 2 a.m. One night this is what happened:
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I am working in the pharmacy (alone). It is very quiet. It is now past midnight. I am
some distance away from the nursing wards. I have no means of communication with the nurses

on wards Q always hoped for a phone connecting me to the nursing station) but I never got one.

Suddenly, I hear a noise. It is like a soft tap, tap on a window. Immediately, I recall
the words of the regional pharmacist. I stop my work and listen. The soft tapping continues.
The tapping stops and I hear som@ne trying to open the double door which divides the nursing
area from the storage rooms and pharmacy. I become frightened. I think it might be a drug
addict trying to get in. I turn off all the lights, and get down on my hands and knees and crawl
in the direction of the double doors. Since the hospital area is lit up and the double doors have
windows, I see a little girl standing on the opposite side of these doors, tapping on the window
and playing with the bar that automatically pushes the door open from the inside. Feeling utterly
silly (but immensely relieved), I get up and take the youngster in my iums and as I carry her
I am wondering why she is not in bed at this later hour. I bring her to the nursing station. The
night nurse lools at me and says "My God, you look like you have just seen a ghost".

FLASHBACK

A young man is driving home - returning from a long trip. It is well past midnight and
he is tired and sleepy. He falls asleep momentarily - his car leaves the highway and plunges into
a deep nearby body of water. The car is submerged. The driver drowns. The car lights are
on and alert a passing patrol car. The police drag the lake and r@over the body and bring it
to our morgue. The following day I work the day shift. Before going off duty, I enlist the help
of a young nurse. We go to the morgue, remove his wet clothing, wash his face (he has a large
gash on his forehead). Tiny minnows have settled in his ear and nostrils and are difficult to
remove but in time we succeed. We dry his body and cover it with a clean dry sheet. To the
young man it makes no difference, but the mother in me feels a whole lot better.

FLASHBACK

As Director of Nursing, I do not usually work on Sundays. Today, however, I am filling
in for a nurse who called in sick. Despite the quiet morning this Sunday afternoon is just one
thing after another.

It is 12 o'clock - I go to lunch. I take my first mouthful and immediately get called back
to the ward. A young man comes to Emergency with mutilated toes. He has been atacked by
a bear. Here is his story:

"I was looking for some of my cattle that had strayed away from the herd. I came upon
a mama bear and two cubs. She chases me and I climb up a tree. She climbs after me and
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manages to just reach my boots. She pulls them off and claws at my toes and feet' Q cannot

imagiig the fear within th" ,n* up tfre fee;. Luckily for me my big dog takes after the cubs

and diverts mama bears' attention from me to her cubs and I am able to climb down and run for

my life".

It takes the doctors a long time to suture the numerous lacerations. In spite of the

harrowing experience he feels fine and goes home after his feet are bandaged and dressed'

It is now 2 p.m. A nineteen year old girl was driving a small-group of children.to a

nearby lake. She lost control of her car. It rolled. The children and driver are brought in to

hospital by a passing motorist. The driver is shook up but not hurt' The children are all

hysterical and runniig in all directions. I have a difficult time to control them. Luckily a

visiting priest ,o, *yiilemma and comes to my rescue. 
-Miraculously 

only one child is injured

(a littte girl). As stre is carried in to emerg"n.y t get a glimpse of her blonde hair and fair skin

and I oy to myself, "Oh, My God, it is my tittte girt.' I come closer, my heart in my throat'

rt is someone resembling'hei 1I knew my babysitter would never let my children go anywhere

without my permission)] The child tras a rup"rrr.i"t perforation to her abdomen (she hit the

door handle) and is sutured immediately. By ttrit titn" the other children have calmed down and

are waiting for their parents to take them home.

Shortly before 4 p.m. and the end of my shift, a distraught father brings his teenage

daughter in to emerg"n.y. She has fallen off a horse. She has head injuries and is transferred

to a large centre. B"""r* we have no ambulance service, the father drives her to Saskatoon in

his rickety, old station wagon. I accompany the injured girl. We are^ T th: rear seat' I have

her lyingtown with her head on my tap. iach time. she vomits the father lools back and his

worry ii.r."r"r. He forces the old rtation wagon to its limit. He is s@ing and passing gt
recllessly, his only concern is to get his daughter to Saskatoon as quickly as possible' My

concern is that in tire process we mlght all get [iff.o. We get there eventually. She remains in

hospital and we drive-home (normal speed limit). she survives.

A hectic SundaY, a hectic ride.

Around the late 1940's or early 50's or thereabouts Air AmbulancQ Services to small

rural hospitals were discontinued ro *r had to rely on those citizens of Spiritrvood who were

owners of good station wagons to transfer our patiints. one of our registered nurses routinely

accompanied the patient. So ou, thanks go oui to Be119 Cadieu and Mr. Martodam who made

many iuch mercy trips and to others who never refused'

It was not until L972 that Dutchak Ambulance from Blaine I:ke started serving our

hospital in Spiritwood. It was such a relief to have this type of service at long last! Todal

Dutchak Ambulance has branches in Prince Albert, North Battleford, Saskatoon, Rosthern and

of course Spiritwood.
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FLASHBACK

I am working the evening shift (4 p.m. to 12 midnigh$. A death occurred that night and
we do the preliminary preparation and because we iue unable to take the body to the morgue we
cover it with a sheet. Since the undertaker will not remove the corpse until morning, I turn off
the heat in the ward, open all the windows and close the doors (so that the room remains cool).
Before going off duty at midnight, I go to check my deceased patient (ust in case). As I open
the door, the sheet covering the body stirs (from the legs up) as if he is tryrng to get up. For
a moment I am so terrifled that I can actually feel my hair leave my scalp. Then I realize that
when I opened the door it created a draft from the open windows and ruffled the sheet.

A scarey moment indeed!

FLASHBACK

I am about to go off duty having completed the morning shift. Nurse T arrives to work
the evening shift. She makes her rounds. I am almost out the door when she comes running.
She says, "The patient in ward 13 is not breathing.' We grab a stethoscope and blood pr"rrui"
apparatus and rush to his room. The old native has no pulse - he looks ghastly. He is
definitely not breathing. Our only doctor is out of town. We are not allowed to medicate
without doctors orders. Nevertheless we give him one shot of coramine intramuscularly and one
shot intravenously. His pulse returns - he gasps and starts to breathe. This was before C.p.R.
In those days we depended heavily on heart and respiratory stimulants.

The man survived. I still have his picture in my nursing album. He could only speak

_!ree so we never got to know if he had a "near death' experience - you know the tunnel, the
light and all.

This is what the doctor said to us when he returned, nMy God, girls - you could have
killed him!!"

FLASIIBACK

Everyone remembers and will never forget the massacre Oy a crazd man) of the
Peterson family of Shell kke (August 1967).

My daughter and I on our way home from Toronto, stop at a coffee shop in Saskatoon.
A man sitting next to me shows me the head lines (in big blockletters) on the front page of the
Saskatoon Star. I am speechless. I know the family. Mr . and Mrs. Peterson werepatients in
our hospital at one time or another. I was later to learn that one of their litdeboys was
discharged from our hospital a day before the slaughter.

That was the most shocking, frightening, horrific event that ever befell our small
communities.
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FLASHBACK

Some nights on the grave yard shift are unusually quiet in the hospital and relentlessly

dull. It is on one such nighi(aboui 2 a.m.) that out of nowhere a storm descends upon our town

with a ferocity of a wild u."ri. Rain in heavy torrents-cascades down the large hospital windows

and pours in tfgoulh the cracks of the if frtting fre escape doors' I place several heavy

blankets along the bottom to prevent water from running down the main corridor' Lightening

sizzles and cracks with increasing crescendo. Since a small child, electrical storms terrify me

yet I am fascinated by the jagged-ripples of lightening. I walk over to a large window and peer

at the dark slry. rray n"*J,is ,oiit hands 
-." r"rting on a metal heat register. A bolt of

lightning streaks across the sky and is followed by i tremendous ro11 of thunder' As the

lightning srikes a huge oak tree some yards awal frgm the hospital, something like an electric

sh'ock rins through rn'y body. It frightens me and I jump away from the window' I manage to

maintain a show of outward calm but inside I feel "siraken". The nursing assistant on duty with

me tells me I look pale. Thankfirlly the patients sleep - tllawarc of the raging storm' In about

twenty minutes thistorm passes, leaving in its wake a silent stillness.

FLASHBACK

There is no time more peaceful, more beautiful to the senses than the moment the night

vacates to make way for the frrst light of dawn (especially in the summer time)' This is when

on night duty, I *outO walk down the long corridoi and unlock the hospital's front door' For

a few moments I would step outside onto the concrete steps and_inhale theglean, fresh air' I
look up and see the first light of dawn tinge the eastern sky a soft magenta hue. The peaceful

stillness is broken only by the incessant .f,i.ping of the birds which is like a song to my soul

and the warm fragrant air and the peacefut stittniss are like a balm to my tired body. It is like

"A Moment with God".
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EPILOGUE

I am a pilgrim in this world and like those before me and especially those in the service
to the sick, I have seen and I have known pain and suffering and I have seen death in many
shapes. I have seen and I have known the power of love, faith and prayer in healing. I have
seen and I have witnessed and I have known happiness and joy.

I sit here today @ecember 3, 1994) remembering more than half a century of memories
and it is like walking back into the past and I suddenly realize that I have travelled many miles
on the "Road of Life" - but I am not weary. Perhaps it is because the years seem to move more
swiftly as the sands run out.

I pray that my pilgrimage on this earth is a long and useful one and when it is ended,
may I be deemed worthy in the sight of God.
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POSTSCRIPT BY THE AUTHOR

It is with deep sadness and pain that I write about two tragic events which occurred in

1996 and devastated my family and me'

onSeptemberS,myhusbandVicdiedsevenmonthsafterbeingdiagnosedwithcancer
of the right lung. He died peacefully in tr," Holy Family Hospital (Palliative care) where all

his physical, mental and spiritual n4-s were met with love, compassion and understrnding' To

the care givers, my family and I *il J*.v, u" grut"rur. To itros" who supported me in so

**v wals during'thi, difficult time, I can never thank you enough.

Althoughthepainoflosingmyhusbandiswithmestill,Ifindcomfortinknowingthat
Vic is with oui I-ord fesus and his suffering is no more'

on october 30, I lost my grand nephew, Troy stadnyk, (an aircraft maintenance

engineer) in an extremely tragic industrial accident. He was orty 24 years old' Troy will never

grow old.

The sudden accident traumatized all who knew him especially his father, grandparents,

sisters, brothers and Jodi, who was to be his future bride'

Lir" is so sad; Lir" is so miraculous

and so

Lirr must go on.

I am looking forward (as I am sure all Holy Family nurses are) to our reunion (Iune 6-8)

of this year ('97). it *iU be our last reunion because as we all know on October 1' 1997' due

to restructuring of health care by ourprovinciar government, the Hory Family Hospital will close

its doors FOREVER.

So as we bid farewell to our loved ones and to our Alma Mater, let us remember that

there is a link nothing can sever; LOVE, and MSIUORIES last forever'
A-dieux.
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